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editor’s view

Vietnam is generally regarded by the
international community as one of the jewels of
emerging Asia. While it can’t claim the billionplus populations of its giant neighbours China
and India, its demonstrated commitiment to
economic growth and increased participation
in regional and global trade excites foreign
investors and the domestic business and
entrepreneur community. Vietnam has stated
its aim to become a developed economy by
the year 2020.
On the surface, the unfolding story of
development is a classic tale of an export-

driven Asian tiger. With a population larger
than the largest countries in Europe, the
added dimension of a very enticing consumer
story is also already emerging.
Vietnam weathered the global recession
well, with credit for this largely given to
sensible government policies over the course
of last year. The economy now appears to be
well into recovery mode and while ongoing
stutters in the global economic recovery may
eventually say different, GDP is expected to
grow by between six and seven percent this
year and in 2011.
In this issue, we examine key supply
chain-related aspects of the Vietnamese
economy, including its level of openness to
foreign participation; the state of the legal and
regulatory environment; efficiency of vital parts
of the trading system such as customs, and
overall level of development of transportation
and logistics infrastructure and services. We
also discuss specific issues facing the textiles
and garments sector.
Following in-depth, on-site conversations
with dozens of people in different parts of
the domestic economy and in Vietnam-linked
regional and international supply chains, we
find that despite some notable improvements,
many of the big barriers to business and
supply chain efficiency in place at the time of
the country’s entry to the WTO in early 2007
still loom large.
But there are important positives too.
Among these, many signs of continuing
commitment on the part of government and
other important private and public sector
actors to meet ambitious growth objectives
and integrate the country further with the
regional and global economy.
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president’s Message

Five years of
Supply Chain Asia
We are approaching the fifth anniversary of
Supply Chain Asia, an effort that originated
with a sole purpose – to connect the supply
chain and logistics community in Asia.
But today, even as we continue our push
to bring community members closer together,

I often wonder whether we are getting
everything right:
whether our magazine,
portal, newsletter and events are enough
to really connect this community. However,
I know that with limited funds, we cannot
take on too many projects that are not selfsustainable.
Today, we have many projects in place. We
have:
• A magazine that is distributed globally,
but only sustainable because we have
two professionals working on it fulltime. Their ability to raise resources and
advertisements is the basis for the success
of the magazine.
• Our portal gets a monthly hit rate of
between 600,000 and one million and
about 40,000-60,000 unique visitors
every month.
• The annual forum, held every year in
Singapore, is the main Supply Chain Asia
event. This year the forum takes place
from 24-27 August at the Grand Copthorne
Waterfront Hotel.
• Finally, we are starting to hold more regular
Talks & Roundtables (two to three-hour
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sessions) and Dialogues (half-day to full-day
events) in various cities in Asia. The initial
few events have been really encouraging
and we hope to run more events over the
next 12-18 months in other major cities in
Asia.
We really need to know that our work in
connecting this community is on the right track.
For you as a reader, any comment – whether
positive or a suggestion for improvement – will
be most welcome. We do not want to become
another project that tries to keep itself alive
even after it has passed its end-of-life.
We thank all of you for your kind support all
these years and look forward to your support for
many more years to come. In exchange, we will
make our best effort to keep Supply Chain Asia
relevant and useful for many years to come.

Paul Lim
President, Supply Chain Asia
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The Line-Up

Supply Chain Asia Magazine - Contributors
Mandy Tilby

Global Risks Analyst
Tilby works with the Global Risks team at
Maplecroft, where she carries out research
on the global regulatory and investment
environment, corruption and political risk.
She formerly worked as a Senior Analyst
and Economist at Global Insight where
she managed the Europe and CIS country
analysis team. For Supply Chain Asia
Magazine, she discusses risks for foreign
businesses in the legal and regulatory
environment of Vietnam, including labour
risks and problems in settling disputes.
Vietnam – p38

Catherine Truel

International Trade Analyst
Truel is Founder of Intl Trade Instrument
and Europe Correspondent of Supply
Chain Asia Magazine. Inside she discusses
pursuit of the long-held Europe aviation
industry dream of a Single European Sky
and looks at progress in the development
of a paperless environment for air cargo
shipments. She also looks at the impact of
customs valuation on business.
Air Cargo – p12 + Customs – p62

Sam Chambers

Specialist Reporter and Writer
Chambers is a former East Asia Editor of
Lloyd’s List and co-author of the forthcoming
book, Oil on Water. Inside he reports on and
discusses the infrastructure, logistics and
transportation environment in Vietnam, a
subject he has followed closely and written
on for close to a decade. He also looks at
the advent of a new era of aggressive pricing
by lines on the transpacific.
Maritime - p18 + Vietnam - p42

Chew Wai Yee

Specialist Reporter and Writer
A former Deputy Editor of Lloyd’s FTB
Asia and Lloyd’s List Southeast Asia
Correspondent, Chew has more than a
decade of experience reporting on the
supply chain and logistics industry in
Singapore, Malaysia and other parts of the
sub-region. Inside she looks at the nascent
recovery of Singapore’s freight markets
including the drivers of new business, and

talks to key industry players about their
outlook for the market.
Singapore – p20

David Sisson and Patrick Xu
Supply Chain Leaders

Sisson is head of US retailer Best Buy’s
China operations and has the on-theground responsibility for the development
of strategy for the rollout of the brand
in the market. Xu is a Shanghai native
responsible for the supply chain strategy
and operations to support the business
expansion in China.
Dialogue – p24

Barry Elliott and Chris CattoSmith
Supply Chain Leaders

Elliott and Catto-Smith are supply chain
management consultants who have lived
and worked in Bangkok for many years
and are seasoned commentators on supply
chain issues facing Thailand. For Supply
Chain Asia Magazine, they look at the
impact of the ongoing political uncertainty
in Thailand on supply chain operations and
the overall economy.
Developments – p11

Paul Lim

Supply Chain Leader
President of Supply Chain Asia, Lim spends
his time building new parts to the regional
community for supply chain professionals
that he founded as well as deepening
and expanding existing aspects. Based in
Singapore, he has extensive experience and
connections in the regional global supply
chain and logistics scene.
President’s Message – p4

Jonathan Hughes and Jessica Wadd
Supply Chain Leaders

A partner with Boston-based Vantage
Partners, Hughes has published numerous
articles on negotiation, supply chain
management and alliances in the Harvard
Business Review and other leading global
publications. Wadd is a consultant with
Vantage Partners and a member of the
firm’s sourcing and supplier management
practice. In the second of a two-part feature

for Supply Chain Asia Magazine, they
outline practical measures to transform
relationships between Western companies
and Asian suppliers for better value and
reduced problems.
Strategy – p48

Richard Zhou

Logistics and Freight Specialist
A native of Beijing, Richard has worked as
a researcher and analyst of international
freight markets at various levels in
government-linked organisations in China.
He has a Master’s degree in economics
and worked for many years in the private
logistics sector in both Europe and the
US. For Supply Chain Asia Magazine, he
looks at the outlook for forwarder yields in
international ocean and airfreight.
Developments – p10

Owen Cleaver

Researcher and Writer
Cleaver has studied and worked in both
Asia and the US and is currently based
in Boston. He is an honours graduate of
Northeastern University’s competitive fiveyear International Business and Supply
Chain Management programme and
currently works as a freelance researcher and
writer for Supply Chain Asia Magazine. This
issue he looks in detail at the development
of online retailing in China and challenges
in the form of creating payment and delivery
systems to support huge growth.
Technology – p30 + World Developments – p6

Turloch Mooney

Specialist Supply Chain and Logistics
Editor
Based in Shanghai, Mooney is a mandarin
Chinese speaker and holds a Master’s
degree with specialisation in International
Law and International Trade. He was
formerly Managing Editor, Asia and the
Middle East, with Informa Maritime &
Transport, owner of the Lloyd’s maritime
and transport publications. Inside he looks
at the current macro economic environment
in Vietnam and issues facing its key textiles
sector. He also talks to US retail giant Best
Buy about consumer electronics supply
chains in China.
Vietnam - p36 + Dialogue - p24
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developments

•

Wal-Mart asked more than 100 of its suppliers
for lower wholesale prices in exchange for saving
them money by taking on the delivery of goods to
its own warehouses. The move by the retail giant
to take over domestic transportation services of its
suppliers is thought to have the trucking industry
on edge. Wal-Mart has a fleet of 6,500 tractors and
55,000 trailers that it says it wants travelling with
full loads more often.

•

Proctor & Gamble criticised US/Canada border
security policy that the consumer giant says has
become quite stringent since the September 11
attacks in 2001. Wait times and back-ups during
border crossings costs P&G 80,000 to 160,000
hours annually, the company said, and advised
on the need for a ‘single market’ strategy as the
backbone of NAFTA.

europe

Airbus received the world’s largest
order for commercial aircraft from
Emirates airline. The Middle Eastern
airline announced at the Berlin Air
Show it would buy an additional 32
A380s for $11bn, increasing its total
order to 90. Emirates Airline will now
account for 38 percent of total A380
orders. The order puts Airbus over its
forecast of 20 A380s sold in 2010.

United States

global

•

•

6

Global semiconductor sales are
predicted to grow 30.6 percent this
year after two consecutive years of
decline, according to an iSuppli
market report. Total market value will
increase by $70bn to $300bn, its
highest level ever. The global airfreight
industry, for which semiconductors is
an anchor commodity, is expected to
realise a big boost from the increase
in sales.
APL said it joined INTTRA, the
electronic network that links top ocean
carriers with shippers and streamlines
transactions with standardised
processes and paperwork. INTTRA
currently processes 315,000 orders
a week, equalling ten percent of
total global liner trade. A full-scale
electronic interface between INTTRA
and APL is set for completion by the
end of this year.
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Boston Consulting Group released
an optimistic report on Africa,
highlighting Africa’s top 40 global
companies. The firms ranged across all
major industries, and as a group had
annual revenue growth of 24 percent
and operating margins of 20 percent
between 2000-2008. The report also
listed select African countries, dubbed
‘African Lions’ who as a group beat
out BRIC countries on a GDP per
capita basis, while sustaining similar
growth rates. The African Lions include
Algeria, Botswana, Egypt, Libya,
Mauritius, Morocco, South Africa,
and Tunisia.

africa

South africa
McDonalds said it would open 100
new restaurants in South Africa in
the next five years. Tim Fenton, an
Executive with the company told
Bloomberg that South Africa had
reached the necessary critical mass
for the company to take advantage of
economies of scale and supply chain
to grow faster. India was at a similar
stage and McDonalds would open a
further 120 restaurants on the subcontinent over the next five years,
Fenton said.

developments

•

Strikes halted work at two Japanese-owned car assembly
factories in southern China. Production halted at a Toyota plant
in Guangdong province after workers at a parts supplier, Denso,
walked out. Honda said one of its joint venture plants also had
to stop work as workers at parts suppliers demanded higher
wages.

•

Denmark’s Carlsberg said it was working on a $379m deal
to buy a leading stake in Chongqing Brewery, one of the six
largest brewers in China. Carlsberg is looking to increase its
Asian presence, which currently contributes 13 percent of total
revenue. Carlsberg expects Asia and China’s central and western
provinces to drive its future global growth.

Server shipments in Asia Pacific grew 27.3 percent
during the first quarter of 2010 over the same period
the previous year. This was the second consecutive
quarter that the region recorded the fastest
worldwide growth, according to market research
group Gartner. IBM came out on top in the market
by revenue, while HP saw the largest number of
shipments, with a 31.9% share of the market.

South Korea will invest $80.25bn over
the next five years through state-owned
Korean Finance Corp to finance growth
in strategic industries. In a statement,
the financing firm said it would focus
initially on green businesses, particularly
the renewable-energy sector.

china

Taiwan

Asia Pacific

The Middle East
•

•

The IMF said the economies of the
six members of the Gulf Cooperation
Council – the UAE, Bahrain, Saudi
Arabia, Oman, Qatar and Kuwait –
would grow 4.9 percent this year.
In its regional economic outlook
for the Middle East and Central
Asia, the organisation said the UAE
would grow by 1.3 percent.
Non-oil trade in Dubai increased
by 19 per cent in the first quarter
of this year compared to the same
period of 2009, according to
Dubai customs data. Ahmad Butti
Ahmad, Executive Chairman of the
Ports, Customs and Free Zones
Corporation told a gathering at the
Dubai Chamber of Commerce and
Industry that the Dubai economy
was strong and there was increased
demand for consumer products.

South Korea

Morris Chang, Chairman and CEO of
Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing
Company (TSMC), raised his forecast
for chip market growth in 2010. At
a mid-June shareholders meeting
reported in the Taiwanese press,
Chang said the global semiconductor
market is expected to grow 30 percent
in 2010. He had previously said it
would grow by 22 percent this year.
Chang said the global semiconductor
market would grow with a CAGR of
seven percent over the next five years,
higher than the four to six percent
earlier estimated.

india

•

•

India is setting up an $11bn debt
fund for infrastructure projects,
including roads, ports and bridges,
government advisor Montek Singh
Ahluwalia said in a media interview.
A special company would be set up
to oversee projects and raise funds
via bond issuance on domestic and
international financial markets,
Ahluwalia said. Poor infrastructure
is thought to lower India’s economic
growth by as much as two percentage
points per year.
Singapore’s YCH Group said it
would invest $215m over the
next five years to build 10-12
DistriParks across India to provide
logistics and distribution support
to manufacturing companies. At
a ceremony to inaugurate its first
DistriPark at Sriperumbudur near
Chennai, YCH Group Chairman
Robert Yap said it was the
beginning of the company’s longterm investment in India.

Australia
A coalition of Australian coal mining
firms including BHP Billiton and Rio
Tinto made a A$4.85bn ($4bn) bid for a
rail track network in Queensland that is
currently owned by the government. The
mining firms are worried over plans to
privatise the infrastructure, which they
rely heavily upon, through an A$3bn
public float by the state government.
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新发展

 㣈✝⿴㮔㎳㋦100多家供应商降低批发价格，作为回报，供应
商能够享受沃尔玛的低价送货服务，节约运输成本。由零售巨
头承担供应商国内运输的这一举动被认为是对货运业的一种
威胁。沃尔玛拥有一支由6500台牵引头和55000辆甩挂车的
运输车队，该公司表示希望能够提高车队的满载率。
 ⌒ⰴ⛶よ⥖⭩ㅉ▙⍋ⳅ≠㐩㸢␉⍙㖸⏥〄ᮣ㸆㮥ⶼ㚑㦫➱
品巨头称，2001年“911事件”后边境安全政策变得相当严
格。该公司称其每年花费在过境等候和准备的时间长达8万
至16万小时，建议有必要使“单一市场”战略成为北美自由
贸易协定的支柱。

欧洲

美国

空中客车公司从阿 联酋航空公司获得全
球最大的商业飞机订单。阿联酋航空公司
在柏林航展上宣布将增加采购价值110亿
美元的32架A380飞机，使其订单总量上
升至90架。在现有A380订单总量中，阿
联酋航 空公司占3 8 % 。该订单使空中客
车公司超额完成其2010年20架A380的
销售计划。

非洲

 ⢗⳯iSuppli市场报告，在连续两年下降后，全球半导体
销售额预计将在今年增长30.6%，总市值将增长700亿
美元，创下3000亿美元的历史最高水平。半导体是航空
货运业的支柱产品，因此全球航空货运业预计将实现大
幅的销售增长。

波士顿咨询集团发布了一项报告，对非洲发展前景
表示乐观。该报告着重介绍了位于非洲的 全球前
40位大企业。这些企业跨越所有主要行业范围。
从整体上看，这些企业2000-2008年的年收入增
长24%，经营利润率增长20%，远超那些位列标准
普尔500 (S&P 500)、德国DAX 30和日经225指
数的企业。该报告还指出，被称为“非洲雄狮”的
非洲八国，集体人均GDP超越金砖四国(BRIC)，且
保持同等水平的增长率。
“非洲雄狮”包括阿尔及
利亚、博茨瓦纳、埃及、利比亚、毛里求斯、摩洛
哥、南非和突尼斯。

全球

 よ⥖㽼㟧╒(APL)宣布加入INTTRA，通过这一电子网
络与顶级海运承运人和托运人对接，从而通过标准化流
程和手续实现交易便利化。INTTRA目前每周处理31.5万
订单，相当于全球班轮贸易的10%。INTTRA与APL将在
今年年底前完成全面的电子网络对接，从而更好地应对
市场竞争。

南非
麦当劳表示将在未来5年内在南非新开100家
餐馆。公司执行官 Tim Fenton告诉彭博新
闻社，南非市场已经达到了必要的临界质量
(critical mass)，公司将利用规模经济和供应
链优势，进一步加快发展。他还指出，印度也
处于类似的阶段。在未来5年内，麦当劳将在
这片次大陆新增120家。
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新发展

 㱉⛪㸢⡌⤧㢼Montek Singh Ahluwalia告诉彭博新闻
社(Bloomberg News)，印度目前正计划设立一个金额
达110亿美元的债券基金，用于建设港口、道路和桥梁
等基础设施。印度将成立专门公司来负责监督项目，并
在国内和国际金融市场发行债券，Ahluwalia说。落后
的基础设施被视作是每年拖后印度经济增长速度高
达2个百分点的元凶。
 㨰⭩㋄㮠 㱨⡁⭅ 㟹 Y C H ) 表 示，将 在 未 来 5 年 投 资
2 .15 亿美 元在印度各地 兴 建10 -1 2 个 物 流 园 区，
为 制 造 企 业 提 供 强 大 的 物 流 配 送 支 持 。在 其 首个
物 流 园 区— — 位 于 钦 奈 附 近 的 斯 克 里 伯 鲁 布 德
(Sriperumbudur)物流园揭幕仪式上，叶永福集团主
席Robert Yap宣布该物流园的成立标志着该公司在印
度长期投资的开端。

 㢭㲂㺲⥖ㅕ⏩☨⼉⭨㑓㽪㋽⒝㽐㈨⤀⒏㯜⊃⤀✚㟗㺛㔶␤ᮣ ⤿⛍⟁㝥
汽车厂 因零部件供应商Denso员工罢工而遭停产。由于零部件供应商厂
工人罢工要求提高薪资待遇，造成本田公司旗下一家合资工厂停产。
 ☈⭤㖹⏘⤇㙶⒮ᱨ⡡⤇㙶ㅨ㮾3.79亿美元收购重庆啤酒部分股权。重
庆啤酒为中国六大啤酒企业之一。嘉士伯正计划扩张亚洲市场业务，该
市场目前为公司的贡献度达到了总收入的13%。该公司预计，中国中西
部省份及其他亚洲地区将成为其未来全球增长的驱动力。

中国

印度
2010年一季度亚太地区服务器出货量比
上年同期增长27.3%。据全球技术研究
和咨询公司Gartner调查发现，亚太区服务
器市场已连续两个季度成为全球增长最
快的地区。IBM推出了在市场上顶级的收
入，而惠普的出货量看到最多，有31.9%
的市场份额。

中东
 ⥖⭠⫍⌾⫑ⱄ㾉㺑 IMF)称，海湾合作委员会6个成员国（阿联
酋、巴林、沙特阿拉伯、阿曼、卡塔尔和科威特）的经济将在今
年增长4.9%。该组织在其对中东和中亚地区的经济前景分析
中指出，阿联酋经济将增长1.3%。尽管贸易和旅游业更发达、
更乐观，迪拜在今年仍将出现- 0.7%的负增长。而阿布扎在去
年油价下跌后出现负增长0.1%后，今年将增长3.7%。
 ⳯☳⊋⦽⤴㟧⭜ᱨⱅㅰ㮥⭔⛪☳⊋➧㖩㱵ほ㯁⌴㔋ㅰ㟠㋜㵜⒌
19 %。港口海关与自由区公司执行主席兼迪 拜海关总署署长
Ahmad Butti Ahmad近日在迪拜工商商会会议上指出，迪拜经
济表现强劲，消费产品需求不断上升。他说，作为迪拜世界中
心的一部分，新运营的马克图姆国际机场将有助于提高航空货
运量，增加迪拜企业的竞争力。

亚太区

韩国
韩国国营政策性金融机构——韩国金融公
司将在5年内向战略性产业投资802.5亿
美元，以推动未来经济持续增长。该公司
在一份声明中表示，将首先侧重于投资绿
色事业，特别是可再生能源部门，但也将
投资于其他长期战略 性投资项目以及中
小型企业。

台湾
台湾半导体制造公司（台积电）董事长兼首席
执行官张 忠谋 对2010 年芯片市场增长 做出
预测。据台湾媒体报道，张忠谋在6月中旬的
股东大会表示，2010年全球芯片市场可增长
30%。他先前曾预 测今年全球芯片市场可增
长22%。张说，全球半导体市场将在未来5年
内以7%的复合年增长率增长，高于早先估计
的4-6%。

澳大利亚
一 个由 矿 业 企 业 组 成 的 财 团 拟 出价 约
4 8 . 5 亿 澳 元（4 0 亿美 元）昆士兰 州某
一国有铁路网。这个矿业财团包括BHP
Billiton和力拓等企业。由于州政府计划
通过30亿美元的公众持股计划将该基础
设施私有化，这些严重依赖铁路的矿业
企业纷纷对该私有化计划表示担忧。
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developments

Airfreight yields improve; peak season
surcharges put near-term ocean yields
under pressure
By Richard Zhou
The worst of airfreight yield pressure on
freight forwarders appears to have passed,
but rising rates and peak season surcharges
do not bode well for near-term yields
in ocean freight, according to US asset
management and private equity group,
RW Baird.
A solid rate trend and peak season
surcharge activity may limit the nearterm rebound in forwarders’ ocean yields,
particularly in the transpac lane, the

company said in a report to investors seen
by Supply Chain Asia Magazine.
“Overall ocean rates are trending higher
as shown in the composite ocean rates.
The trend is most notable in the Asia to
West Coast rates. Asia-Europe rates have
moderated.
“While the worst of the forwarder ocean
gross margin pressure is likely behind
us, the solid rate trend and peak season
surcharge activity may limit the nearterm rebound in forwarders’ ocean yields,
particularly in the transpac lane.”

Recession boosts point-of-sale data
analytics among major global brands
By Turloch Mooney
Several leading global brand owners have
taken the downturn as an opportunity
to get closer to customers and better
understand demand. Dell, LG Electronics,
Sony Corporation, P&G and Levis are
among global brands putting more focus on
mining point-of-sale data for better demand
planning in their supply chains in the wake
of the recession.
“We call it ‘shelf-centred collaboration,’”
said Kelly Thomas, Senior Vice President,
Manufacturing, with US-based JDA Software,
one of the world’s largest providers of supply
chain management software solutions.
“Leaders are looking at [shelf-centred
collaboration] as an opportunity to drive
more shelf-level sales and capture market
share. By adding analytical capability
on top of CPFR-type thinking, they can
achieve improved shelf availability with
less channel inventory.”
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In the current business environment,
demand among companies for S&OP solutions remains very strong, said Thomas.
“S&OP is very hot right now. Inventory
optimisation has been a very strong opportunity for us in the past 12-15 months and
transportation management has been a hot
play for the past three-plus years. [Transportation management] offers a straight
forward value proposition – companies can
drive down transportation spend.”
The recession and its aftermath
increased demand for cost containment
solutions overall, with companies looking
for solutions that can quickly lower costs,
said Thomas.

More demand for on-demand
Advantages of on-demand solutions like
SaaS and Cloud – which companies can
book as operational rather than capital
expenses and are implemented and deliver
results more quickly than traditional

Although at elevated levels, airfreight
rates have been more stable in recent
months, and this stabilisation should
help forwarder yields, the report said.
“With current tight capacity and improving demand, we expect [air] carriers will
have potential to further improve their
rates during the peak shipping season.
However, we would not expect rates to
exceed 4Q09 levels in 2H10, as shippers
will likely have adjusted inventories for
improved demand.”
Baird Airfreight Indices for May showed
Asia up 40 percent y-o-y; Europe up ten
percent, and North America up 35 percent.
The Baird Asia Port Index was up by nine
percent y-o-y; LA/Long Beach imports were
up 18 percent y-o-y in May with sequential
growth from April of 12 percent.

solutions – meant their popularity grew
further over the course of the recession.
“These are non-intrusive, fast time-tovalue, pay-as-you-go solutions that are not a
capital expenditure and are not introduced
to the company’s technology landscape.
I’m convinced this will be a growing model
going forward.”
Over the past two years, manufacturers
of consumer brands, particularly grocery
brands, have been spending a relatively
higher amount than other sectors on supply
chain software. This trend is supported by
macro data over the course of the recession
that indicated a much higher drop in
demand in industrial manufacturing than in
demand for daily consumer necessities.
Other industries, such as semiconductors, are looking to software to address
capacity shortages. “In semicondutor you
have a shortage in capacity now so there is
an uptake in software solutions to increase
throughput. An investment in technology is
a fraction of [the cost of] an asset investment but can deliver a two to five percent
increase in throughput.”
Industries with short product lifecycle
and high product velocity – such as
>>

developments

Kuehne + Nagel to invest heavily in
domestic distribution in Asia
By Turloch Mooney
Kuehne + Nagel is on the verge of
announcing heavy investment to build
integrated distribution networks in China
and India as part of a new development
plan to grow domestic activity in those two
markets and the rest of Asia.
“We are ready to invest significantly in
Asia. We have had an investment discussion
at board level and are working on a business
plan for China and India,” said Laurent
Simon, Senior Vice President, Contract
Logistics, with the Swiss-headquartered
global logistics service provider.
The incoming investment is an
important step in the company’s Asian
expansion with development of strong
asset-based contract logistics, warehousing
and domestic distribution networks, Simon
told Supply Chain Asia Magazine.
The move reflects the rapidly changing
economic nature of the region where
domestic consumption accounts for an
increasingly large share of economic
activity in key Asian markets, he said.
“China has a huge domestic market that
is consuming more manufactured products.
The economy is undergoing a maturity curve
which now means consolidation and development in retail and FMCG and demand
for more logistics services.We will invest in
domestic warehousing and distribution.

>>
consumer electronics – continue to be the
most advanced in application of new supply
chain technologies. With inventory in
these industries losing value to the tune of
about half a percent per week, companies
need to turn inventory extremely rapidly
and being without very advanced supply
chain technological solutions can be an
extreme competitive disadvantage, said
Thomas.

“The shift to domestic consumption is
also happening in India already even if India is less export-orientated than China.”

Investment in assets
Strategic asset investments will be made in
other Asian markets as well, Simon added.
“We can’t invest in 21 countries in Asia at
the same time. We need to be realistic. The
focus will be on China and India and we
will be opportunistic in others.”
Keuhne + Nagel currently has 2600
staff in China in 40 branches across the
country. It will open six new branches in the
west of the country this year. It currently

operates a limited number of trucks as part
of requirements to manage transportation
in the country. It will add nine more offices
to its India network this year, bringing the
total number to 36.
Although domestic activity accounts
for around one third of the company’s
worldwide business, the historical focus
in Asia has been on seafreight due to the
export focus of the region.
According to Simon, the new development strategy for Asia includes ‘cautious
acquisitions’.
“We are constantly looking for suitable
acquisition opportunities but will be
extremely cautious in the area of company
culture. Our standards, IT systems and
company culture are strong selling points for
us and will play a large part in determining
the acquisitions we make.”

Thai economy faces uncertainty
By Chris Catto-Smith and
Barry Elliott
Thailand’s Finance Minister Korn
Chatikavanij said the demonstrations and
violence in the country could shave 0.3
percent off the Ministry’s forecast economic
growth of between 4.5 and 5 percent this
year. There are fears the drop could be
much worse as unresolved political issues
and ongoing security measures such as
curfews threaten to restrict new ventures
from international businesses or – at worst
– see them move operations offshore.
Thailand’s economy relies heavily on
exports and how the economy performs
this year will largely depend on how well
exporters can deal with internal security
restrictions and lost confidence of overseas
customers. During the protests, many
trading, logistics and shipping companies
were unable to access critical documents
and trading information. The path ahead

for many of these companies is very
difficult as they try to recover after losing
critical revenue, staff, infrastructure and
customers.
Further unrest would suggest a new
phase in Thailand’s political crisis with
the country moving toward the worst-case
scenario of prolonged violence resulting in
more complexity and risk for businesses
and sustainable logistics and international
supply chains.
Even if demonstrations and outright
violence do not resume, pro-active security
measures such as curfews can be hugely
disruptive. Curfews restrict retailers,
traders and logistics firms from delivering
goods which is typically undertaken at
night. Curfews during previous protests,
for instance, resulted in delivery schedules
from logistics centres to the retail trade
requiring rapid replanning as the day time
curfew on heavy vehicles entering the city
was not relaxed.
July/August 2010 Supply Chain Asia
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Korea, UAE,
Singapore,
quickest off
the mark with
‘e-freight’
By Catherine Truel
An average air cargo
consignment generates more
than 30 documents according
to the International Air Transport
Association (IATA). Reducing
the burden of paperwork is
the ambition of ‘e-freight,’ an
industry-wide project initiated
by IATA in 2004 to remove
paper from the supply chain.
The initiative involves airlines,
shippers, freight forwarders,
carriers, ground handling
agents and customs authorities.
The objective is to replace
original paper documents with
electronic versions.
In practice, e-freight
removes three types of paper
documents: trade, customs
and transport documents. By
the end of this year, 20 paper
documents should be included
in the project. As of May 2010,
25 countries, 126 airports, 27
airlines and 191 forwarders
were part of the e-freight
programme.
In many cases, countries
have had to make changes in
legislation to accommodate
new requirements and practices
and customs authorities
must be willing to clear the
goods without original paper
documents.
E-freight generates cost
savings and efficiencies
resulting from the reduction in
document processing. Perhaps

12

e-freight removes three types of paper documents
the most important advantage
is the increased speed and
predictability it adds to supply
chains. The use of electronic
documents as the basis for
customs clearance allows
risk management checks to
start before the arrival of the
goods, improving the overall
supply chain transit time.
The availability of electronic
documents reduces delays
due to missing documentation.
This improved reliability allows
a reduction of safety stock
levels.
The top five countries of
origin for e-freight shipments
are Korea, Spain, UAE,
Singapore and Germany, and
the top destinations are Korea,
Spain, USA, Singapore and
UAE. The top two airlines using
e-freight are Korean Airlines
and Asiana Airlines.
Looking solely at
international movements,
the top three countries of
origin are the UAE, Korea
and Singapore, and the top
three destinations are the
US, Singapore and the UAE.
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Among airlines, Emirates,
Korean Airlines and Singapore
Airlines are the top three
for international shipments.
These figures may indicate
that countries positioning
themselves as regional hubs
have embraced e-freight as a
competitive advantage.

Vietnam’s air
liberalisation
stalled by lack
of cash
Trai Thien Air Cargo, Vietnam’s
first private air cargo company,
took to the skies earlier this
year with a leased converted
Boeing 737. The business plan
sees the company operating a
fleet of five 737s by the middle
of 2011.
Prime minister Nguyen Tan
Dung gave the green light last
year to the Trai Thien Group
subsidiary to start operations.
A well-placed government
source in Hanoi told Supply

Chain Asia Magazine there
will not be another private air
cargo company operating in the
country for some time. “While
there has been considerable
liberalisation in the aviation
sector of late, many of those
who are applying or have
applied for licenses do not
have the money right now to
have dedicated freighters.”
The source was adamant that
Trai Thien would be the sole
private air cargo operator for
the coming ‘couple of years’.
The cargo sector of
Southeast Asia’s fastest
emerging manufacturing
economy is now shared by
11 foreign carriers, including
China Airlines Cargo, Korean
Air Cargo, MASkargo, FedEx
and AirFrance-KLM Cargo.
Six other domestic airlines –
Vietnam Airlines, Vasco, Jetstar
Pacific, Indochina Airlines,
VietJet Air, and Mekong
Aviation – are licensed for both
passenger and cargo transport.
The last three are privately
owned, but only Indochina has
so far begun operations.

air cargo

“

The problem is that air transport
management is currently based on
national borders and not on air
traffic flows. European airspace
is managed by 27 air navigation
service providers operating 27
national air traffic control systems
with different working practices.
The airspace is divided into more
than 650 sectors and routes have
to avoid military areas.

T

”

he plan for a Single European Sky
(SES) reached the top of the EU
political agenda as a result of the
disruption in EU air transport created by
the volcanic ash cloud. In May, European
Transport Ministers held an extraordinary
meeting and came to an agreement –
welcomed by the entire aviation industry
– to fast track the implementation of the
Single European Sky (SES) project.
The unification of European airspace
is an old ambition. The SES was originally
launched in 1999 with the intention to
reform the Air Traffic Management System
(ATM). The regulatory framework was
adopted in 2004 transferring some air
traffic management responsibilities from
countries to the European level with the
objective of creating the SES. Progress
has been disappointing for many operators.
In 2008, the European Commission
presented a second package of regulation
for SES II, this time turning the focus to
implementation.
Again, progress has been slow due to
lack of political will on the part of member
states. Despite positive verbal support,
member states have been reluctant to
transfer responsibilities and power to a
European central agency. So far, this slow
progress has been fuelling strong criticism
from the aviation industry. The recent
crisis vindicated key arguments of industry
operators by demonstrating how the current
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Ash cloud pushes
agenda for
Single European Sky
Implementation of the Single European Sky
project has been fast-tracked as a result of the
disruption to EU airspace caused by the volcanic
ash cloud. But despite numerous efficiency,
environmental and safety advantages, there are
many barriers to be surmounted before this longheld industry dream will be realised
By Catherine Truel

air cargo

system is at its limits and is now in urgent
need of modernisation. SES II has been
given highest political priority and EU
transport ministers agreed to accelerate
the development and implementation of
some of its features.

Ten million flights a year
SES II implementation was discussed earlier
this year, prior to the ash cloud incident,
during a high level conference attended
by member states, military authorities,
European manufacturing industry, the US
Federal Aviation Administration, airlines,
airports operators and others. Participants
agreed that delivering SES II was of utmost
importance to the future of European
aviation.
EU airspace capacity has been
increased by 80 percent since 1990 but
over the past ten years air traffic has grown

for air navigation service in Europe was
approximately €8.5bn ($10.3bn) in 2009.
This cost is in part financed by airlines
that are the main client of national air
navigation services and are charged a tax
per flight. The cost of air traffic control
represents between eight and 12 percent
of the cost of a ticket.

by more than 50 percent. European Air
traffic controllers oversee ten million flights
a year, an average 28,000 daily flights,
linking some 130 airports. Eighty percent
of these flights are on intra-EU routes with
an average flight distance of 826km.
This level of traffic needs regional
co-ordination. The problem is that air
transport management is currently based
on national borders and not on air traffic
flows. European airspace is managed by 27
air navigation service providers operating
27 national air traffic control systems with
different working practices. The airspace
is divided into more than 650 sectors and
routes have to avoid military areas.
Intra-EU routes are 49km longer than
they should be due to this fragmentation
of the airspace. Intra-European routes
are around 15 percent less efficient
than domestic routes. The total cost

Technological core
The modernisation of the air traffic
management (ATM) system is at the
core of the project. SES II introduces a
performance-based ATM to be achieved
by 2012. It contains targets covering
safety, environment, cost efficiency and
performance monitoring.
The tools designed to deliver the
de-fragmentation of the airspace are
Functional Airspace Blocks (FABs).
FABs were part of the legislative

Beyond the box
We
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beyond

the

box

in

every

sense.

Just as a fisherman travels great lengths to catch his haul,
our service extends deeper than most are willing to reach.
Going beyond reliability and efficiency, we develop a
genuine understanding of our clients’ needs and then meet
them with professionalism, flexibility and care. With over
34 years of experience, we are able to provide customised
solutions for any requirement. Our service goes
above the rest, you go beyond the best.

Hong Kong Air Cargo Terminals Limited
www.hactl.com
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package of SES I. They allow two or more
countries to integrate their upper airspace
and select a single provider to control
air traffic for the block. In SES II, FABs
are extended to the lower airspace with a
deadline of January 1, 2012. This decision
is welcomed by airlines. However, this
is only an intermediary stage toward the
full integration of the European air traffic
management system.
It is expected that the extension
of FABs will reduce fragmentation and
consequently allow further improvements of
safety standards. It will increase efficiency,
capacity and reduce delays. It will also be
an opportunity to generate economies of
scale.
The implementation of FABs will also
need a civil-military co-operation in air
traffic management as military use airspace
for operational and training exercises. This
includes non-EU states such as the US,
which has bases in Europe. Some FABs
are for instance studying the possibility to
move military training zones away from the
main traffic routes.
A network manager will be designated
to centralise some of the activities and decisions that could be managed at European
level. This could include functions such as
route network design or the management of
scarce resources such as radio frequency
spectrum or radar transponder codes. This
could be a source of disagreement between
countries. The network manager is also
likely to co-ordinate the introduction of
new technology, for instance by providing
recommendation to national air navigation
service providers regarding new navigation
and communication systems.
The technology behind SES II will be
provided by SESAR (the Single European Sky
ATM Research). This research programme
is currently in the development phase,
which is due to be concluded in 2016. It
will make use of satellite navigation and
a modern telecommunications network.
Furthermore, based on the concept of
total system approach, it will include the
latest technological advances in aviation.
The European Commission expects that
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“

New direct routing could
reduce fuel consumption by about
10 percent. Improvement of air
traffic management and airport
operation could reduce the CO2
emissions of an average flight by
between seven and 12 percent.

”

from 2020, SESAR will deliver a threefold increase in air traffic movement,
improve safety by a factor of ten, enable
a ten percent reduction in environmental
impact and reduce ATM services costs by
50 percent.
SESAR is intended to affect not just the
air management system but also airports and
ground operations and therefore modernise
the whole infrastructure for aviation.

Information-sharing by operators
One SESAR function is to integrate airport
services in a system-wide information
management (SWIM). This will allow
operators to share information and to
manage and connect services, generating
efficiency and reducing emissions.
The ‘gate-to gate’ concept uses airports
as entry and exit points to the network.
Ground operation and airports will be
connected to the ATM. Some observers
have noted that to ensure efficiency and
performance of the network, it will be
important that airport capacity be aligned
with ATM capacity. This might create
difficulties, as airport extensions can be
unpopular projects as recently seen with
the extension plan for London Heathrow,
which has just been cancelled by the new
UK government.
Nevertheless, synchronisation between
flight plans and airport slots is critical to
cost saving and CO2 reduction as an aircraft
while standing at the gate and taxiing burns
around 12 to 25kg of fuel per minute. The
target of SES II is to optimise flights in
every aspect, from take-off to landing. For
instance, new direct routing could reduce

fuel consumption by about ten percent.
In addition, an improvement of air traffic
management and airport operation could
the CO2 emissions of an average flight by
approximately seven to 12 percent.
Maintaining a high level of air safety is
also among the objectives of SES II. The
European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA)
responsibilities will be extended to include
certification for ATM and airport by 2013,
centralising the control of safety for the
entire aviation chain.

Extension east and south
Air traffic does not stop at EU borders. SES
II is planned to be extended extra-EU to
neighbouring states in Eastern Europe as
well as to Mediterranean countries. There
are two ways to achieve this extension. The
first one is the conclusion of agreements
including most elements of SES II such as
air traffic management, safety, security and
environment. Besides the need to ensure
technological interoperability, these agreements are a way to develop a legislative
harmonisation. For instance, under the
EuroMed Aviation project, the EU and
countries of south east Europe have developed a framework to consolidate regulatory
convergence. One of the objectives is the
interconnection of their systems with SES
II. Another method is to invite neighbouring
countries to participate in FABs in order to
merge their operations with SES II.
European aviation wants to operate
without the current overlapping regulatory
structures and with an integrated European
network. To achieve this objective, SES II
will require close co-operation between
national supervisory authorities, service
providers, airports and all aviation operators.
There are many sensitive discussions on
the horizon relating to budget, transfer of
responsibilities, performance indicators,
standards, and so on. These will test the
political will of member states. However,
for the moment, the industry is welcoming
the fast tracking of SES II.
Catherine Truel is Europe correspondent of
Supply Chain Asia Magazine
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In a user unfriendly warehouse storing and retrieving goods is like walking through a huge maze, filled
with obstacles from, slow and inefficient picking to poor volumetric space utilisation. At Schaefer we
know how frustrating this is and we know how to lead you out of your logistics nightmare. Our
customised Integrated Storage Solutions helps take cost out of the warehouse operation providing highperformance order picking, consolidating storage and picking areas, increasing picking accuracy, and
faster movement of picked orders.
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“The reason for our Asian
success and growth is
the provision of Innovative
Cost-efficient solutions to
the logistics market.”

maritime

A surcharge for all seasons
By Sam Chambers
Mitsui OSK Lines has given
an indication of the new era of
aggressive pricing shippers can
expect on the transpacific. The
Japanese liner, part of the New
World Alliance, introduced a
peak surcharge on US/Canada
trade lanes on June 15 that
will run all the way to March
31 next year. MOL is hitting
customers with an extra $400
per teu and $500 per feu.
The move follows a
highly successful period
for containerlines on the
transpacific as they clasp back
some of the freight rates they
had lost in the past couple
of years. At this year’s May
renewals, most lines were able
to successfully implement an
$800 per feu rate increase.
Sunny Ho, executive
director of the Hong Kong

Shippers Council, noted that
from May 1 the new service
contract rates were between
$1,900 and $2,200 per feu
to the US West Coast which he
says is “more than double the
rates last year.
“Shipping lines should be
able to make quite good profit
this year,” he said, adding that
these rates were already “quite
high” without factoring in the
surcharge.
The surcharge comes at
a time when shippers have
been pummelled by a series
of rate adjustments by the
1 5 - m e m b e r Tr a n s p a c i f i c
Stabilization Agreement that
saw a Bunker Adjustment Factor
and a Currency Adjustment
Factor added in 2009 and an
Emergency Revenue Charge
raised in January this year.

Despite repeated efforts
to solicit comment from MOL,
the Japanese liner declined
to explain the reasons for the
nine-month surcharge.

More cargo than ships
Bjorn Jensen, Vice President,
Global Freight and Logistics
Services with appliances giant
Electrolux, said the peak
season surcharge amounted
to little more than blackmail.
Electrolux, along with other
big name shippers, is not hit
by the peak season as his firm
ties up 12-month contracts on
the transpacific. Nevertheless,
for extra cargoes that go beyond
the contract, the company will
have to pay up.
“It is a nonsense to say
that the peak season lasts from
June to March. Frankly, I think
it is disrespectful to shippers,”
he said.
Jensen suggested the peak
was an artificial one created by
carriers withholding capacity.
“The peak may well have

Capacity is so tight shippers such as Electrolux have had to resort to airfreight
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been extended to last ten
months a year but that is only
because carriers have withheld
capacity,” he said.
The latest figures from
French box analyst Alphaliner
show that 5.3 percent of the
global container fleet is still
laid up.
“There is tremendous
pressure on all trade lanes,”
said Jensen, “with more
cargo than ships deployed.”
Electrolux along with a host of
other well-known shippers has
had to resort to using airfreight
to get product to market in
recent months.
Equally fired up by this
latest surcharge was Henrik
Christensen, Chairman of the
China Logistics Club, which
represents around 300 small
to medium shippers. “I think
it’s criminal,” Christensen
said. “There are ships sitting
outside doing nothing. They are
creating artificial rates.”
Import cargo volumes at
major US container ports are
expected to be up ten percent
in May, with double-digit
increases likely to continue
into the autumn.
“Consumers are feeling
better about the economy
and retailers are building up
their inventories to meet that
demand,” Jonathan Gold,
Vice President, Supply Chain
and Customs Policy at the
US-based National Retail
Federation (NRF) said in mid
June. Shipping research house
Clarksons, in its latest Container
Intelligence Quarterly, believes
the front-haul Pacific trades
are likely to grow by 7.1
percent this year as consumer
sentiment and retail sales
strengthen.
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country focus - singapore

By Chew Wai Yee

S

ingapore’s Changi Airport handled
730,000 tonnes of airfreight from
January to May this year, 17 percent
more than the same period last year. “I
foresee we will achieve at least 1.7m
tonnes for 2010 but this will still be below
the pre-crisis level of 2008,” Albert Lim,
Head of the Cargo/Logistics Development
Division with Changi Airport Group, told
Supply Chain Asia Magazine.
Singapore airport handled 1.86m
tonnes of freight in 2008, which dipped
to 1.63m tonnes in 2009.
“We remain optimistic that if overall
economic growth can be sustained and
barring any unforeseen external global
economic shocks, we can recover to the
pre-crisis level in two years’ time,” said
Lim.
The Republic’s seaport recorded an
increase of 13.7 percent in container
volumes from 9.93m teu in the first five
months of 2009 to 11.3m teu in the same
period this year. In 2009, port operator
PSA posted a full year throughput of
25.1m, 13.1 percent lower than the figure
in 2008.
“We’ve definitely seen a pick-up in
both our ocean and airfreight movements,
but whether it’s inventory re-stocking or
whether it’s really sustainable no one in
the market is sure,” said Low Mun Kong,
General Manager, Freight Management,
YCH Global Logistics.
Low said YCH has enjoyed about 30
percent growth in its freight business since
the beginning of the year. The growth is
underpinned by good performance in
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Intra-Asia drives
Singapore throughput
recovery
After a tumultuous 2009 that saw a double-digit decline in
throughput in both ocean and airfreight, Singapore freight markets
are recovering, bolstered by stellar performances in key vertical
markets and booming intra-Asia trade
vertical markets such as electronics and
healthcare for airfreight, and chemicals for
ocean freight, he said.
Recent industry indicators have
highlighted the strength of these sectors,
which are lifting freight volumes in
Singapore.
According to the Purchasing Managers’
Index (PMI) by the Singapore Institute
of Purchasing & Materials Management,
Singapore’s manufacturing economy
expanded to 51.9 in April, a 0.8 point

marginal increase over March. Having
expanded for the 12th time after eight
months of contraction, the improved PMI
was attributed to more new orders, new
export orders, and higher production output
in the manufacturing sector.
The Economic Development Board (EDB)
published a manufacturing performance
report in April that said the biomedical
manufacturing cluster increased output
by 95.8 percent y-o-y. Electronics cluster
output expanded by 60 percent while

country focus - singapore

“

Singapore continues to be a key transhipment
hub for Southeast Asia – especially Indonesia
– and for Australia and India. Intra-Asia traffic
constitutes six out of Changi’s top ten air-air
transhipment traffic routes. Transhipment from
China to markets in India, Australia and Indonesia
are also key lanes for Singapore.

”

the precision engineering cluster grew
56.2 percent. The machinery and system
segment grew 70.8 percent spurred by
strong worldwide demand for semiconductor
equipment, the report said.

Trade expansion
In terms of cargo markets, Changi Airport has
seen growth mainly in Australia, Indonesia
and the United Kingdom. In 2009, its top
ten cargo markets represented close to 68
percent of Changi’s total cargo tonnage.
“Cargo growth in 2010 is due to
the continued recovery of Changi’s key
markets, in the US, China, Hong Kong and
Southeast Asia. Notably, the SingaporeChina airfreight tradelane continues to
register growth even despite the crisis of
2009,” said Albert Lim.
Singapore continues to be a key
transhipment hub for Southeast Asia –
especially Indonesia – and for Australia
and India. Intra-Asia traffic constitutes six
out of Changi’s top ten air-air transhipment
traffic routes. Transhipment from China to
markets in India, Australia and Indonesia
are also key lanes for Singapore.
“Other than relying on the positive
spillover of cargo from North Asia, Singapore
is looking at its hinterland for more cargo
opportunity with other markets in Asia,
Europe and US,” noted Lim.
In sea trade, Singapore has seen quite
strong growth in intra-Asia traffic, including
the Gulf and Middle East region, PSA
Southeast Asia chief executive Tan Puay
Hin pointed out in a recent media report.
In its freight business, YCH has
witnessed similar strong growth in intra-
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Asia movement.
Electronics and healthcare shipments are boosting airfreight
US and Europe
volumes
trades have also
been picking up
this year, albeit with a slowdown on the
at Changi Airport. Touted as the first of
latter in recent months due to the Euro
its kind in Asia, the Freeport provides
crisis.
international fine art collectors, auction
Moving forward, the new ASEAN-China
houses and financial institutions a secure
and ASEAN-India Free Trade Agreements
location to store and trade valuable assets
(FTAs) that came into effect this year are
and collections.
expected to accelerate trade growth within
CAG continues to engage air express
Asia. There are several more ASEAN FTAs
integrators and new all-cargo carriers to
between South Korea, Australia and Japan
enhance their presence in Singapore,
due to come into play.
particularly Asian carriers in view of the
Between 2003 and 2008, trade volume
robust projections for growth in intra-Asia
between ASEAN and India grew four-fold
trade.
from $12bn to $47bn, while trade volume
To prepare for further expansion in
between ASEAN and China tripled from
sea trade in coming years, Singapore’s
$59.6bn to $192.5bn. Singapore, being a
PSA is developing the second phase of
pivotal transhipment point, stands to gain
its Pasir Panjang terminal, with more port
if these FTAs realise their full potential,
equipment expected to be delivered. When
said CAG’s Lim.
phase three and four of the development
project come on line within the next
decade, the terminal have an additional
Infrastructure growth
15m teu of annual capacity.
Amidst the recovery, ports are continuing
Looking ahead, port operators and users
in their efforts to beef up facilities and
are optimistic of a turnaround this year
capacity.
in freight business. The sustainability of
Two new projects at the airfreight
that growth, however, remains uncertain,
terminal hope to create new value-added
with concerns such as volatile oil prices
services and market opportunities for
– exacerbated by the oil disaster on the
airlines at Changi to capture new trade flows
US Gulf Coast – the Euro crisis, natural
in Asia Pacific. The new Coolport@Changi
phenomena such as the Icelandic volcanic
by Singapore Airport Terminal Services
eruption, excess shipbuilding capacity,
Limited (SATS), Singapore’s first airfreight
and availability of equipment such as
terminal dedicated to perishables, aims to
containers.
position Changi as an efficient and reliable
hub for perishables trade in Asia.
Another development is the Singapore
Chew Wai Yee is researcher and writer for
Freeport, an ultra secure storage facility
Supply Chain Asia Magazine
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Best Buy’s Xujiahui store in Shanghai, the largest Best Buy brand store in China

A new model for consumer
electronics retailing in China
David Sisson and Patrick Xu, Country Manager and Supply Chain
Director, Best Buy China, talk to Turloch Mooney about the
current nature of consumer electronics supply chains in China
and the US retailer’s big plans for the market
Q. Can you provide an overview of Best
Buy’s operations in China.
Best Buy enterprise business in China
consists of two sizeable businesses and our
start-up, the Best Buy store brand. One of
these is our exclusive brand business set
up in 2004 which involves manufacture of
our Insignia, Dynex, Rocketfish and Geek
Squad brands of products and accessories
primarily for export but also for some China
sales. This is located mainly in the south,
Shenzhen and the Pearl River Delta.
Insignia is our flagship TV brand and
one of our most successful brands in the
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Patrick Xu and David Sisson

dialogue

“

CE supply chains in China are traditionally a vendor-managed
model. That means the vendor [brand owner] manages everything
– from displays to promotions to pricing to merchandising. Even
assortment. Ours is a retailer-driven model, so we manage our own
assortment. We select products that customers want to purchase. We
do forecasting at chain level, category level and SKU level. We manage
inventory planning and replenishment from vendor to the central DC;
from the central DC to store; or from the DC to the customer in the
case of home delivery.

”

US. It is also sold in Canada, Europe and
Mexico. We sell our exclusive brands in
China through the Best Buy and Five Star
store chains.
Our second sizeable business here is
Five Star, a consumer electronics (CE)
chain headquartered in Nanjing. We started
working with Five Star about five years ago.
Initally, we had a majority interest and we
completed the acquisition of the company
last year.
Five Star is the third biggest CE
retailer in China and competes directly
with retailers like Gome and Suning. It
operatores 166 stores in 50 cities in nine
provinces and is 100 percent Chinese
managed.
The Best Buy store business started
in 2006 with one store. We are growing
it slowly while we figure out how to
best position ourselves for consumers –
how to extend the brand here, but in a
localised way.
Like many enterprises, we have a
huge interest in continuing to expand in

“

We started doing CPFR with
Samsung last year. We share our
sales data with them: our sales
plans, our forecasts, inventory
levels, even promotion plans. In
return, they share their production
plans and new product transitions
with us.

”

China. We are looking at how to build
a portfolio of not only brands, but also
channels in the country. These could be
e-commerce channels; we could pursue an
entertainment model, or we could pursue
a media model. There are a lot of areas
where we can contribute to the growth of
the country.

How many Best Buy brand stores do you
currently operate in China?
We currently have six Best Buys in Shanghai,
one in Suzhou and one in Hangzhou. We
opened the latter two earlier this year.
The stores‘ sizes vary in footprint and
location – we are still learning about the
assortment and range of products and
services to provide in the marketplace. It’s
all about learning for us at the moment.

What have you learned about the China
consumer electronics market?
The market is definitely showing some
movement around higher end service and
demand for end-to-end solutions. The
feedback we’re getting is customers want
to be sold something that works for their
needs, preferences and lifestyle. In this
respect, we see the model moving similar
to what it did in the US years ago.
The engine of our business model is
really built around two things. First, we
have our own employees, so we hire people
and teach people to help customers in an
unbiased way. They don’t get commission
so they sell solutions for customers.
Second, through our business tools and
processes and practices, we edit the range

and assortment for the customer – we
don’t want the customer to have to come
in and look at 240 televisions or 110 rice
cookers. We edit the range and assortment
through customer feedback so that there
isn’t a need to interact with all the different
vendors and be overwhelmed with choice.
We also offer a very end-to-end service
perspective. We want to bring people in
not just for a one-time purchase, we want
them coming back. We want to give the
impression we are here for the long haul
and to give a shopping experience that is
actually fun.
The CE market here is definitely
changing. Our competitors continue to
experiment with using their own labour
and editing the range and assortment of
product. They are also trying to cater to
more end-to-end solutions for customers.

Are you looking to emulate what you do
in the US?
The US market is a very different market
but it has gone through iterations so there
are some patterns in how consumers like to
shop that we believe can be transferred. But
we spend a lot of time studying the local
consumer. If they tell us there is something
they would like to see differently and we
can change it, then we will change it.

Patrick, can you give us an idea of
the scale of the Best Buy store supply
chain and the key challenges that you
currently face?
Every week we probably move around
20,000 to 25,000 articles from DC to
July/August 2010 Supply Chain Asia
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store to customer. In terms of challenges,
CE supply chains in China are traditionally
a vendor-managed model. That means the
vendor [brand owner] manages everything
from displays to promotions to pricing to
merchandising. Even assortment.
Ours is a retailer-driven model, so we
manage our own assortment. We select
products that customers want to purchase.
We do forecasting at chain level, category
level and SKU level. We manage inventory
planning and replenishment from vendor
to the central DC; from the central DC to
store; or from the DC to the customer in the
case of home delivery.
This model is very different from the
traditional model in China. With our model
the retailer takes all the responsibility,
but for it to work well you need good
collaboration with vendors, especially in
terms of supply.
In the traditional China model, vendors
launch a lot of promotions themselves.
They engage in a lot of price wars in the
appliance sector, and so on. In our model,
we need collaboration from vendors to
support our promotion and sales plans.
Vendors tend to want to manage
their supply chain as far as possible so
they can control their inventory levels.
They sometimes forget that they need
to work with retailers to create win-win
situations.

How are you addressing the issue of
better collaboration with vendors?
Best Buy was one of the first companies in
China to introduce CPFR to CE. We started
doing CPFR with Samsung last year. We
share our sales data with them: our sales
plans, our forecasts, inventory levels, even
promotion plans. In return, they share
their production plans and new product
transitions with us.
We now have a lot more visibility with
Samsung and so are better able to jointly
plan good supply chain operations but we
can still go further.
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Are you looking to set up similar
arrangements with other vendors?
CPFR is a mutual commitment between
vendor and retailer. It takes a lot of effort
and a lot of time and resources. We will
only do it with select and critical vendors.
We have approached others, some have
accepted, and we are starting CPFR in
various forms with those.
In this industry, product transition is
the most critical supply chain dynamic.
Especially in mobile phones and laptops,
where product transition is extremely fast.
Without information and visibiltiy, both
retailers and manufacturers suffer. A lot of
vendors suffer in the market because they
cannot supply product at the right time –
old models sell out, and new models aren’t
on the shelves yet.
David: You can end up with ‘brown
bananas’ here very quickly. You can have
a lot of customer disappointment on one
hand, or a lot of inventory you can’t move
on the other. The CE distribution channels
are so fragmented that you can walk into
two retailers beside each other and they
could be selling Samsung products in
five or six different places. They could
be selling old product, new product or
transitioning product. Unless you are a
very sophisticated consumer, you will
be overwhelmed with choice. It is a very
challenging market as a consumer.
But it is a model that works. Tens of
billions of dollars worth of CE product is
sold in China. Our aim is to improve the
experience for the consumer by showing
authority in range and assortment and
better tailoring products and solutions for
customers. We try and take the complexity
and confusion out of the equation for
consumer.

What parts of your supply chain operations
do you currently outsource?
Patrick: We outsource transportation and
warehouse operations. However, we have

“

In this industry, product
transition is the most critical
supply chain dynamic. Especially
in mobile phones and laptops,
where product transition
is extremely fast. Without
information and visibiltiy, both
retailers and manufacturers
suffer. A lot of vendors suffer in
the market because they cannot
supply product at the right time
– old models sell out, and the
new models aren’t on the
shelves yet.

”

our own warehouse management system as
part of our ERP infrastructure, and in some
areas we will purchase equipment ourselves
for tax benefit or other reasons.
We have one central DC – 12,000sq
m in Songjiang. All products run through
that DC. Most of the product originates in
coastal areas.
Most vendors have their own distribution
networks and their own regional DCs. In the
US and Europe, retailers and vendors might
look at synergies when building distribution
networks, but I don’t think that is going to
happen here in the near-term.

What role does technology play in your
supply chain operaions here? Do you, for
instance, analyse point-of-sale data for
better demand forecasting?
We use customer data and analyse it for
better sales forecasting. But it is always
a question of how much better you can
do it. You can do it in a very primary way,
or in an in-depth way. I would say we are
somewhere in the middle right now.
In both the US and China, we are
looking at all kinds of solutions for better
accuracy in forecasting, planning and
overall supply chain operations.

SUPPlY CHAIN SECURITY...
MANAGING THE RISK

The threats surrounding your supply

certify the compliance of your security

chain, your brand and your shareholder

management system against the

value are growing and are becoming
more complex. That’s why our supply

appropriate international standard/s
(ISO 28000, ISO 27001)

verify the compliance of your facilities and

chain security services are tailored to

logistics across your supply chain against the

turn risks into “opportunities”.

appropriate regulatory/non-governmental
schemes (TAPA, ISPS, AEO, C-TPAT)
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increase your skills in security management

and training services designed to help you to:

systems and schemes

lloyd’s Register Quality Assurance is a member of the lloyd’s Register Group

At lRQA, we call it
Supply Chain Security
For more information:
contact us at enquiries@lrqa.com
or visit www.supplychain.lrqa.com
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The online potential
More than $40bn-worth of consumer products were purchased
through online retail channels by 108m shoppers in China last year.
The sector promises huge growth but faces big challenges, not least
development of efficient pan-China payment and delivery systems

By Owen Cleaver

I

“

Shanghai accounts for 13 percent of all online retail activity in China.
Taobao currently dominates the C2C market; handling 82 percent of
all merchandise transactions. Taobao had a gross turnover of $29.3bn
last year and is expected to double that in 2010 and surpass total annual
revenues of EBay.
30
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nternet users in China grew by 28.9
percent in 2009, according to the 2010
China Internet Network Information
Center (CNNIC) report. That makes 384m
users, well ahead of the number of users in
both the US (234m) and the EU (319m),
despite an Internet penetration rate of only
one third that of the US. A mature online
market in China could one day easily grow
to number more than a billion users.
The value of consumer goods purchased
online – $40.5bn last year according to USbased MarketResearch.com – is around
two percent of the total two trillion dollars
in annual retail sales in the country. The
number of online shoppers grew 45.9
percent in 2008 over the previous year, while
average online spend grew 48 percent.
Online retail activity is overwhelmingly
fuelled by China’s young (18-35) middle
class in first tier cities in coastal provinces.
Shanghai accounts for 13 percent of all
online retail activity in the country. Taobao
currently dominates the C2C market,
handling 82 percent of all merchandise
transactions. Taobao had a gross turnover
of $29.3bn last year and is expected to
double that in 2010 and surpass total
annual revenues of EBay.
Most future growth in online retailing
is expected to come from the more
fragmented but rapidly growing B2C sector.
This includes Amazon.cn (Joyo), 360 Buy,
Dangdang, M18 and Taobao Mall, a Taobao
offshoot, who together control close to 70
percent of the B2C online retail market,
according to Hong Kong-based Li & Fung
Research.

technology

Transaction value of online shopping by province, 2008
Others 26%
Liaoning 3%
Sichuan 3%
Hubei 4%

Shanghai 13%

Fujian 5%
Guangdong11%

Shandong 5%
Beijing 9%
Jiangsu 10%

Zhejiang 11%

Source: iResearch Inc and Li & Fung Research

The inconveniences of buying online
Despite huge potential, the development
of online retailing in China faces a number
of challenges. In developed markets such
as the US, the growth of online retailing
was facilitated by pre-existing conditions
inherent in mature economies. Elements
such as a developed transportation
infrastructure, an established package
delivery industry, and the widespread
acceptance and usage of electronic
payment methods such as cheques, credit
cards, or electronic transfers by consumers,
are still at an early stage of development
in China. Online retailing in China also has
to contend with a sophisticated fake goods
production industry.
Buying product at an online retail outlet
as opposed to a physical retail location
carries with it inconveniences. These
include having to wait for delivery, an
inability to easily make returns, and – most
significant – an inability on the part of the
buyer to screen for quality and suitability.
Discounting is the chief method online
retailers employ to entice customers to
overlook these drawbacks.
Discounts found when buying online
in China, especially at C2C sites such as
Taobao, tend to be larger than those found
at sites in the West. Avoidance of certain
import taxes, ready availability of factory

surpluses, and stiff competition among
sellers, mean an average discount level of
more than 20 percent on goods purchased
online in China, according to a Credit
Suisse report.
Discounts on certain categories of
goods can be much larger, such as luxury
goods where steep import taxes can be
avoided. A 100ml bottle of Calvin Klein
(CK) One cologne that sells at full price in
a brick and mortar store for nearly RMB400
($59) can be purchased for RMB145 (63
percent cheaper) on Amazon.cn and for
just RMB88 at Taobao. For young working
urbanites in cities such as Shanghai,
bargains such as this are reason enough
to brave the risks and inconveniences of
buying online.
Online retailers such as Taobao,
Eachnet and Paipai keep prices low by
not charging transaction or service fees
to sellers, relying instead on advertising
income as their main source of income.
But this tactic may only be applied in
the short-term – EBay and Amazon did
the same thing in the US to expand their
customer and seller databases in the early
years but introduced transaction fees once
the market matured.
Beyond the time-saving advantage
shopping online has over traditional retail,
a big draw for consumers in China is the

possibility of purchasing products that
may not be otherwise available in their
locality given that many luxury and other
goods are restricted to sale in large urban
centres. Conversely, online retailing can
be an alternative channel for retailers and
manufacturers to access new markets while
avoiding the risk of heavy investment in
building and maintaining brick and mortar
locations.

The key issue of trust
An underlying requirement in the online
retail industry is the trust consumers have
in the quality and benefits of a product.
In traditional retail, trust is developed and
engendered by the customer’s ability to go
to a physical location, interact with a sales
clerk; look at, touch and test products. The
reputation of the seller, product guarantees,
and return policies also come into play.
In a virtual environment, this kind of
trust is more difficult to create. An online
retailer’s greatest weapon in addressing
customer quality and authenticity concerns
is an undemanding and guaranteed return
policy. Joyo/Amazon.cn, which operates a
direct-to-customer retail delivery service,
allows customers to reject unacceptable
goods upon delivery, free of charge.
Similarly, Taobao users, through Alipay,
have an option to revoke payment to sellers
within seven days of delivery should they
choose to return an unwanted purchase.
Online retailers can also enact preemptive tactics to ensure product quality
and honesty in sellers. C2C sites often
maintain rating and comment systems for
sellers. After every transaction, buyers leave
a rating and/or comment denoting their
level of satisfaction with the experience
that can alert future shoppers to any
potential issues or assure them of quality
or service.
Some online retailers in China take
pro-active steps to address quality issues.
Taobao works closely with local authorities
to locate sellers of fake goods on the site.
Aside from reactive measures such as
shutting down accounts linked to quality
or authenticity problems, Taobao requires
July/August 2010 Supply Chain Asia
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sellers to register using a valid ID and
carries out sporadic tests on products sold
through the site.

Making online payments in China
Online retailers in mature markets have
traditionally relied upon established forms
of electronic payment such as credit or
debit cards, cheques or wire transfers.
However, many of these forms of electronic
payment are only just beginning to take off
in China. In addition, China is traditionally
a cash society, meaning the issue of
electronic payment is not only an issue of
availability, but also requires somewhat of a
culture shift on the part of consumers.
Online retailers such as Amazon.cn
offer consumers the ability to pay cash
for orders upon delivery. Yet despite the
availability of cash payment options, third
party online payment services have seen
continued acceptance and growth in recent
times. The CNNIC says the online payment
sector grew by 80.9 percent in 2009 to
over 94m users.
With 51 percent market share, Alipay, a
subsidiary of Ali Group, is by far the largest
player in the sector. Next in line is Tenpay
with a 19 percent market share. Through
partnerships with banks such as Bank
of China, China Construction Bank, and
financial institutions such as Visa, these
firms give customers the security to fund
payments through a variety of avenues and
act as middlemen in transactions to ensure
satisfaction on all sides. As the online
payment sector continues to evolve and
grow, the government has recognised an
increasing need to standardise and regulate
it to the point where all online payment
firms are now required to register under
strict guidelines and report to the People’s
Bank of China.

Delivering the goods
Most of China’s online retailing activity is
concentrated in coastal regions, specifically
in first and second-tier cities. Online
retailers maintain warehouses around
these major urban hubs and can often
provide delivery within 24 hours. Inner city
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“

Amazon.cn has a dedicated fleet and army of delivery personnel that
make home deliveries and in certain regions collect payment. But industry
commentators believe this solution is not sustainable: “In the long run,
outsourcing logistics services to 3PLs will be the preferred solution as
they can fulfill deliveries at lower cost and online retailers can concentrate
on their core business,” says Alex Ge, General Manager, Consulting
Services with Gillion Technologies.

”

transportation within these cities is often
dirt cheap, with armies of local scooter
messenger/couriers for hire charging RMB5
or less per delivery.
Outside of coastal cities, delivery is
more of a problem. Service tends to be
much less reliable with very few widerange carriers available. Delivery services
offered are basic when compared with
developed markets and delivery times
can vary substantially. Delivery of goods
to more remote areas and the far West
is more problematic. For many logistics
providers, these areas still do not offer
the critical mass for big investment in
facilities and services. “As more third
and fourth tier cities are better promoted
by the Chinese Government the need to
provide a pan-China network in the market
is more intense. Yet without good business
volumes, it is very costly to further extend
networks,” says Kevin Lam, Director of Key
Accounts at Kerry Logistics.
Responding to the lack of quality and
comprehensive express courier services
in the country, some firms, including
Amazon.cn, have developed their own
in-house delivery solutions. Amazon.cn
has a dedicated fleet and army of delivery
personnel that make home deliveries and
in certain regions collect payment.
But industry commentators believe
this solution is not sustainable: “In the
long run, outsourcing logistics services
to 3PLs will be the preferred solution as
they can fulfill deliveries at lower cost and
online retailers can concentrate on their
core business,” says Alex Ge, General

Manager, Consulting Services with Gillion
Technologies, a homegrown Chinese
supply chain solutions provider. “Taobao
recognises that logistics is a bottleneck
to growth. It recently started to work with
3PLs to integrate logistics resources and
optimise logistics processes. The goal is a
better experience for consumers and lower
costs for Taobao.”
“We foresee the B2C market will be
the fastest growing part of China’s retail
business, probably within five years.
We foresee waves of express/courier
consolidation in the market that will
happen in the near future to meet the huge
potential of the market,” says Lam of Kerry
Logistics.

The road ahead
Online retailing in China has a long
development road ahead. To meet its
potential, the industry needs to continue
to educate the large populations outside
of coastal and southern cities that will fuel
much of its future growth on the merits and
advantages of making purchases online
instead of through traditional retail channels.
This goal will be lent a helping hand by the
growing B2C sector that will displace its
less standardised C2C cousin with more
credible and sustainable business models.
The industry will also rely on the continued
development and maturity of online payment
platforms and logistics/express services to
support its growing needs.
Owen Cleaver is a researcher and writer for
Supply Chain Asia Magazine
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Vietnam growth accelerates
as effects of recession
fall by the wayside
The economy is growing faster but big supply chain challenges remain
By Turloch Mooney

T

he Asian Development Bank (ADB)
is projecting the economy of Vietnam
will grow by 6.5 percent in 2010
and 6.8 percent in 2011 as private
consumption, FDI inflows and exports
continue to rebound after the global
recession. The economy grew 5.82 percent
in the first quarter, almost double that of
first quarter 2009.
Timely policy responses allowed for
full-year growth of 5.3 percent in 2009,
the slowest since 1999. Industry grew 5.5
percent but exports fell 8.9 percent in US
dollar terms due to weaker external demand
for rice, coffee, rubber and shoes. The value
of imports fell 13.3 percent, partly because
of lower global commodity prices.
Growth this year and next year is
widely expected to be below levels seen
up to 2007. “GDP growth is projected to
accelerate to 6.5 percent in 2010 and to
6.8 percent in 2011. Expected increases
in remittance inflows and incomes will
speed up growth of private consumption.
Improvement and consolidation of global
financial conditions will bring about an
upturn in FDI inflows and foreign-financed
investment,” the ADB said.
Better external demand will lift
agriculture and manufacturing sectors,
while trade with China is also expected to
expand rapidly following the signing of the
ASEAN/PRC free trade agreement earlier
this year.
However, the economy faces challenges
in the form of stresses on the banking
system, infrastructure bottlenecks and
deficiencies in the legal and regulatory
environment, the ADB said. “Improvements
in economy-wide efficiency also require
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greater efforts to restructure state-owned
enterprises, which employ a substantial
proportion of available resources in this
economy but do not always use them
efficiently, “ the bank added.

Enabling trade
Over the course of 2009, the government
took steps to improve the business and
regulatory environment with adoption of an
anti-corruption strategy and simplification
of procedures for business registration
and easing of some restrictions on foreign
investment. Vietnam jumped 18 places
in the World Economic Forum’s Global
Enabling Trade Report 2010 released
in May.
Positive results for the country were
returned in a number of areas of the report.
For instance, costs levied on importing
and exporting containers – inclusive of
all official fees such as administrative
fees for customs clearance and technical
control, terminal handling charges and
inland transport, but excluding goods
tarrifs and trade taxes – are calculated at

$756 (export) and $940 (import) per 20foot container, which are considered low
enough to be a competitive advantage for
the country. Liner shipping connectivity
is also strong (Vietnam ranks 36th out of
125 countries in this category). In the
regulatory environment, rules on FDI are
considered to be open and unrestrictive to
a point of advantage over other emerging
economies.
However, big barriers to trade,
investment and supply chain efficiency
remain. Customs administration and
procedures are very inefficient. Time
required to undertake importing and
exporting of goods is too high and irregular
payments and other forms of corruption
common (the WEF index ranks Vietnam
in 107 th out of 125 countries in its
‘Irregular payments in imports and exports’
category).
In terms of infrastructure, application
of technology in a general sense – Internet
penetration and broadband access – is
relatively low compared with other emerging
economies. Transport infrastructure for all
four modes of transport remains very
underdeveloped and a significant barrier to
economic growth and development.
Over the following pages we will take a
deeper look at sectors and aspects of the
Vietnamese economy that help to determine
the level of efficiency of its supply chains
and the level of competitiveness of the
overall economy.

Supply chain indicators
Population (millions), 2009

88.1

GDP (US$bn), 2009

91.8

GDP Growth Forcast (percent), 2010

6.5 (ADB estimate)

2011

6.8 (ADB estimate)

WTO accession year

2007

Main trading partner (exports)

United States (19 percent of total)

Main trading partner (imports)

China (19.8 percent of total)

Source: Asian Development Bank and other sources
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synchronize transportation by improving processes
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working to streamline your operations, we’re
pioneering logistics to take efficiency to the
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High risk legal and
regulatory environment
with signs of improvement
Global risk advisory group Maplecroft ranks Vietnam a high risk destination in its
Legal and Regulatory Business Environment Index. We explain where the risks
for foreign investors lie, and where improvements are being made

A

By Mandy Tilby
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s one of the so-called Next 11 (N11)
emerging economies – along with
Bangladesh, Egypt, Indonesia, Iran,
Mexico, Nigeria, Pakistan, the Philippines
and Turkey – investors are rightly interested
in the strong growth potential of developing
Vietnam. However, there are a number of
challenges in Vietnam’s regulatory and
legal environment that can hamper investor
interest and can leave businesses at risk
of increased financial and reputational
costs.
Our Legal and Regulatory Business
Environment Atlas (LREA) ranks Vietnam
as a high risk investment destination on our
overall index. The LREA assesses for the
respect for the rule of law; the regulatory
framework; corporate governance;
incidence of corruption; respect for
property rights and business partner
and supply chain risk in 172 countries.
Deficiencies in each area highlight the
risks to responsible businesses from nonadherence to international standards to
complicity in human rights violations.
Vietnam’s overall score of 3.52 out of
a possible ten is slightly lower than but
comparable with India and China’s scores
of 3.58 and 3.66 respectively.

Transition process
The Vietnamese government is aware of
the need to improve its attractiveness
towards investors, which can be used
to drive further economic development
as the country transitions to a market
economy. The transition process has
involved ongoing regulatory changes that
are taking effect across the country and in
different agencies.
The government regularly consults with
the business community – for example a
May 2010 business forum in Hanoi that
attracted officials from the World Bank
and the European Chamber of Commerce
in Vietnam. During this forum, officials
stressed that whilst the N11 country is

“

Vietnam is not a signatory of
the Convention on the Settlement
of Investment Disputes (ICSID),
which provides a forum for
the settlement of international
investment disputes. This
provides less protection for
contract enforcement by foreign
entities.

”
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“

There are areas of the legal
and regulatory environment that
are improving, including the
regulatory framework itself and
respect for property rights.

”

attractive for investors, there is scope for
improvement in the regulatory environment.
Minister of Planning and Investment,
Vo Hong Phuc, has pointed to a need to
improve efficiency and competitiveness,
notably in issues related to laws and
administrative procedures. One example of
this might be that officials are not always
briefed on the most up-to-date regulations,
or may interpret them in different ways.

Problems with the judiciary
The LREA highlights particular problem
areas in the independence and effectiveness
of the judiciary (which are rated as
an extreme risk). This can mean that
businesses face higher financial and time
costs in settling disputes, partly due to
shortages of qualified judicial staff and
lawyers. The US State Department has
noted that the current legal system is
ineffective for dispute settlement. Vietnam
is not a signatory of the Convention on the
Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID),
which provides a forum for the settlement
of international investment disputes.
This provides less protection for contract
enforcement by foreign entities.

Legal and regulatory environment

Transactions, and the UN Convention
Against Corruption. Business integrity
and corruption ranks as an extreme risk in
Maplecroft assessments, which can also
affect the integrity of the judiciary and
place additional costs on businesses.

Labour risks

Businesses should be
(out of 10, 1 = poorest, 10 = best)
aware of the potential
risks associated with
China
3.66
deficiencies in upholding
of labour rights, which are
India
3.58
not as well respected as
they could be. Maplecroft
Vietnam
3.52
indices show that there
are high risks associated
Source: Maplecroft 2010 LREA Index
with complicity in forced
or involuntary labour and
Neither is Vietnam party to some
with discrimination. These risks are extreme
other key international legal instruments,
when related to freedom of association and
including the OECD Convention on
collective bargaining, and child labour. For
Combating Bribery of Foreign Public
businesses that have supply chain links in
Officials in International Business
Vietnam this brings a risk of complicity in

“

Officials are not always
briefed on the most up-to-date
regulations, or may interpret them
in different ways.

”

violations of labour rights and associated
reputational risks.
However, we assess that there are areas
of the legal and regulatory environment
that are improving, including the regulatory
framework itself and respect for property
rights. These areas represent a medium risk
in the LREA. The consultation processes
between the state and business, and
the development of legislation hopefully
indicates that the legal and regulatory
environment is on a trajectory of
improvement and transparency.

Mandy Tilby is a senior risk analyst with
Maplecroft
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Textiles faces
competitive headwinds

Vietnam’s textile and
garment sector is back to
good growth but relies too
much on low labour costs
and imported materials

By Turloch Mooney

T

extile and garment manufacturers
in Vietnam breathed a collective
sigh of relief when India announced
the lifting of a month-long ban on cotton
exports in mid-May. The ban was introduced
to cool prices in the domestic market; the
global price of cotton rose by four percent
to 87.1 cents per pound the day after the
announcement of the ban, the highest price
since December of 1995.
The reality was the ban by the world’s
second largest cotton exporter was never
going to last very long. Cotton exports are
a big foreign exchange earner for India and
production outpaces domestic demand.
But new controls on exports are expected
and the incident once again highlighted
a serious vulnerability in the textile and
garment industry of Vietnam.

Competitive advantages
Textile and garments are a key component
of the Vietnamese economy by any measure.
Vietnam is a world top ten garment exporter
and the sector employs more than two
million workers. Despite shrinking global
demand in 2009, textile and garment
exports generated $9.1bn in export revenue
for the country. Exports reached $3.8bn

in the first five months of this year, 17.1
percent higher than the same period last
year. The Vietnam National Textile and
Garment Association (VITAS) expects the
value of exports to reach $10.5bn this year,
and $20bn by 2020.
Vietnam has some advantages over
other countries when it comes to textile
and garment production. These include
a strong tradition in needlework and
embroidary that continues to transfer well
to industrial garment production. But
its chief competitive advantage is lower
cost of labour. Indeed, a large part of the

“

Continuing reliance on transfer of business from China could
prove a problem given the scale of China and the capability and
possibility of re-development of a competitive textile and garment
sector in inland areas. Policy to relocate less competitive industries
from coastal to interior areas of China is already in place and
infrastructure serving more remote areas is continuously improving
and providing better access to international markets.
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growth of the industry is attributed to taking
production business away from competitors
such as China, where labour costs in textile
and garment production in coastal areas are
significantly higher than in Vietnam; up to
three times higher by some estimates.
But the labour cost advantage is a
thin one for an industry so valuable to the
overall economy to rely on. The cost of
labour in Vietnam is rising as expanding
GDP takes the country to a higher economic
and social level. Moreover, too much
reliance on transfer of business from China
could prove a problem given the scale of
China and the capability and possibility
of re-development of a competitive textile
and garment sector in inland areas. Policy
to relocate less competitive industries from
coastal to interior areas of China is already
in place and infrastructure serving more
remote areas is continuously improving
and providing better access to international
markets.
Other countries, such as neighbouring
Cambodia, which did a not-negligable
$671m in garment and apparel exports

country focus - VIETNAM

Vietnam textiles and garments – national industry targets
2010

2015

2020

Turnover (US$bn)

13-15

18-21

27-30

Export Revenue (US$bn)

10-12

14-16

20-22

2.5

3.5

4.5

50 percent

60 percent

70 percent

Labour (millions)
Localisation

“

Lack of control over of raw
materials means Vietnamese
producers are at some
disadvantage when it comes to
providing end-to-end or more
volume based supply solutions
for customers and find it more
difficult to drive competitiveness
through economies of scale.

”

Source: Vietnam National Textile and Garment Association

in the first quarter of 2010, a rise of
7.24 percent over the same period the
year before, can also potentially undercut
Vietnam when it comes to labour costs.
However, much or all of this advantage
would normally be lost when it comes to the
regulatory and infrastructure requirements
to serve international markets.

Strongest headwind
The biggest headwind faced by the industry
was highlighted by India’s ban on cotton
exports and ongoing volatility in global
cotton prices. Vietnam’s garment and
textile industry is extremely reliant on
imported materials. Some estimates claim
just 20 percent of materials for textile and
garment production are produced locally
while government says 44 percent of raw
inputs required by the industry in 2009
were produced locally.
The Vietnam National Textile and
Garment Group (Vinatex), an organisation
that counts more than 100 Vietnamese
textiles and garment companies among
its members and focuses on the overall
development of the industry, says just
ten percent of the cotton required by the
industry is produced locally. According to
Vinatex, the country imported 300,000
tonnes of cotton last year and 92,000
tonnes in the first quarter of this year,
mainly from Africa, the United States
and India.
As well as adding huge cost to

an industry that has a primary global
competitive advantage of lower cost – fabric
imports last year cost Vietnam $4.22bn –
the reliance on imported materials clearly
leaves it highly vulnerable to global price
volatility. As the price of cotton continued
to rise over the course of last year and the
first half of this year, producers that agreed
orders based on lower prices face losses.
The ongoing price volatility is making
producers wary of signing forward export
contracts and this affects actual orders
booked and ultimate shipment levels.
Lack of local materials also hobbles the
sector in terms of taking on larger shares
of textile and garment supply chains. The
trend of large global buyers and brand
owners outsourcing bigger chunks of supply
chain activity is also prevalent in the textile
and garment industry. Lack of control over
raw materials means Vietnamese producers
are at some disadvantage when it comes to
providing end-to-end or more volume-based
supply solutions for customers and find
it more difficult to drive competitiveness
through economies of scale.
Government is taking measures to
address the over-reliance on foreign
materials and is meeting with some success
in this regard. The Ministry of Finance says
local inputs to production rose by six percent
in 2009 over the previous year. Vinatex and
The Ministry of Industry and Trade are
attempting measures to boost production
of local materials including establishing

industrial zones with preferential policies
for production of textiles inputs and
actively seeking investors for raw materials
production. The area for growing cotton in
the country is being expanded to 15,600
ha by the end of this year, from 6,600 ha
last year.

Commitment to openness
Beyond over-reliance on foreign raw
materials, the challenges faced by
Vietnam’s textile and garment export
sector are largely those of the country’s
export sector in general. As discussed in
previous and following pages of this issue,
these relate chiefly to inadequacies in basic
transport infrastructure and inefficiencies
in areas such as customs.
Vietnam has demonstrated willingness
to engage in international trade to the point
of admission to the WTO and beyond. It
showed this commitment once again in
March with the launch of FTA negotiations
with the EU aimed at dramatically
expanding Vietnam-EU trade. With a new
Lisbon Treaty giving ratification powers to
the European Parliament, a body home to
protectionist sentiment for many European
industries not least textiles, this may prove
a difficult one to pass. But pursuit and
successful conclusion of agreements such
as this will ultimately create the conditions
to drive competitiveness and continuing
growth in key sectors such as textiles and
garments.
July/August 2010 Supply Chain Asia
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Bridge building with
China and closer ties
along the Mekong
By Sam Chambers

C

h i na is pushing ahead with
infrastructure projects to better link
its southern regions, principally the
province of Yunnan, with Southeast Asia.
An expressway through Laos to Thailand
has been opened, as has another to Hanoi
in Vietnam. A new container depot, on
the border between Guanxi province and
northern Vietnam, is the first of its kind on
any Chinese border.
Rail links from China all the way to
Singapore are in the pipeline. The route in
Southeast Asia, which starts from Kunming
in Yunnan, will go through Vietnam,
Cambodia, Thailand and Malaysia and end
in Singapore.
The Mekong river, which straddles
China and its southern neighbours, is also
opening up dramatically to cross border
trade, while a pipeline is being built from

Picture supplied by the Vietnam Supply Chain Community
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Burma’s coastline to shift oil all the way
to China. The new pipeline will give the
People’s Republic an alternate energy route
that avoids the congestion and piracy-prone
Malacca Straits through which 80 percent
of its oil imports currently flow.

Commitments to connect
Five countries along the Mekong river
recently pledged to put more investment
in transport infrastructure development
to enhance connectivity and for mutual
sustainable economic growth. The
commitments were made by the five prime
ministers of the sub-region countries –
Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar, Thailand and
Vietnam.
Vietnam Prime Minister, Nguyen
Tan Dung, said the countries should
mobilise investment capital from East

country focus - VIETNAM

Asian partners and other countries for
infrastructure development. The five
Mekong-linked countries should create
favourable conditions to apply a publicprivate partnership mechanism for the
development of transport and urban
infrastructure networks, Dung said.
Thai Prime Minister Abhisit Vejjajiva said
a common logistics network should be set
up. Thai ministries and agencies have joined
hands with East Asian partners of China and
Japan for more soft loans for infrastructure

development in the region, he said.
A special fund should be set up to support
the regional countries, he added. Laos
will continue building railway and road
transport infrastructure networks linking
China’s southern province of Yunnan,
its capital city of Vientiane, and parts of
central Vietnam, Prime Minister Bouasone
Bouphavanh said.
Cambodia Prime Minister Hun Sen
also agreed to boost transport, energy
infrastructure development, while Myanmar

Prime Minister U Thein Sein said enhanced
connectivity would help regional countries
improve cooperation to maintain sustainable
agricultural production.
The Mekong sub-region consists of
Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar, Thailand,
Vietnam and the Chinese provinces Yunnan
and Guangxi.

Sam Chambers is a Supply Chain Asia
Magazine correspondent

Poor infrastructure
drags down investment

W

hen Vietnam joined the World
Trade Organization in January
2007, it managed to leave out
a number of industries from overseas
competition for a select period of time. One
sector was logistics and it is just as well for
two reasons: there are a huge number of
local logistics firms; and the infrastructure
– or lack thereof – is such that logistics
assignments require the utmost patience
and lateral thinking.
Infrastructure issues are a big concern,
not just for logistics firms, but also for the
nation to attract much needed overseas
cash.
“The country’s infrastructure status will
act as a deterrent to foreign investment
and the enhancement of Vietnam’s export
sector,” read an end of 2009 survey of
over 290 firms by the Vietnam Business
Forum. The forum brings together the
government and business community to

help develop an environment likely to
attract foreign investment and stimulate
economic growth.
Almost 96 percent of foreign trading
firms rated the country’s infrastructure as
‘bad’ or ‘very bad’ according to the survey
report. Frequent gridlock on Vietnam’s
crumbling roads poses major difficulties,
survey respondents complained.
Thomas Siebert, Chairman of the Ho
Chi Minh City chapter of the American
Chamber of Commerce in Vietnam, urged
the private sector to participate in the
development, finance and management of
infrastructure, especially power generation
and deep-water seaports.
A separate survey of more than 600
Japanese firms found weak infrastructure,
especially roads, electricity and ports, to
be the most pressing issue, Japan Bank for
International Cooperation representative,
Noriyasu Yuge, told the forum.

Business leaders say despite new
projects, infrastructure is poor
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Crowded house
Sam Chambers catches up with many of the
leading domestic logistics players who tell him
about huge competition in the sector and big
customs and infrastructure challenges

T

“

There are so
many electricity power
lines draped across
the roads. We are
always having to raise
these cables. It is vital
that factories locate
themselves as near to
ports as possible as
otherwise it becomes
very difficult.
Le Nguyen Thien Hao,
Ho Chi Minh City
Branch Director,
Tan Tien Phong

”
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he number one logistics operator in
Vietnam is unquestionably state run
Gemadept. With an enviable range
of equipment, many of the nation’s smaller
logistics companies look to Gemadept to
rent out crucial material for projects.
Among its hardware are nine prime
movers, 54 heavy-duty hydraulic trailers, 40
barges, and 410 trucks. “Doing business
here,” comments one logistics executive,
“inevitably involves doing business with
Gemadept. They are dominant in just about
every sphere of the logistics industry. They
have fingers in many pies.”
Gemadept regularly gets involved in
moving of hundreds of tons of equipment to
remote areas, including neighbouring Laos
and Cambodia. In Cambodia, Gemadept
does a large amount of business with
Finnish engine maker Wartsila and Japan’s
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries. Big clients
in the Vietnam market include Siemens,
Mitsui and Alstom.
An up-and-coming project player is
Vantage Logistics, headed by Philip Diep.
Founded in 2002 as an international freight
forwarder, the company has diversified
greatly in the past three years at the request
of clients. This has led to the creation of a
specific project forwarding division, which
now boasts 30 employees. Partners in the
US and Germany have successfully put
forward Vantage’s name to join the global
Project Professionals Group.
A well-established and well-connected
logistics operator is Tan Tien Phong (TTP).
Established in 1993, TTP’s Chairman is now
the head of the country’s freight forwarding
association. Recent projects have included
a power plant in northern Vietnam and a

cement factory in Cambodia.
The Hanoi-headquartered firm employs
50 people. Its Ho Chi Minh City Branch
Director, Le Nguyen Thien Hao, notes the
huge competition in this logistics arena
but is adamant that experience is at a
premium. “We have much experience, and
that’s vital,” she says.
Hao cites difficulties companies face
such as getting a permit, getting the right
hardware, and finding the right berths. “In
Vietnam you have to cross many doors to get
business done and you have to have a good
relationship with the Ministry of Transport
to get a permit in the first place.”

Price before solutions
While agreeing that there are an awful lot
of logistics firms in Vietnam, Vantage’s
Diep is convinced that there are few quality
operators. “Most of them do not provide
genuine logistics solutions for customers,”
he says. “They solve problems when
problems arise, but do not actually provide
good logistics solutions in advance.”
You get what you pay for, argues Diep.
“Many customers look for pricing and so
do not get solutions. For those customers
looking for actual solutions, there is
little choice.”
HM Logistics, established in 2006,
is a company with cash and hardware.
A Singaporean outfit, Value A Shipping,
has pumped capital into the northern
Vietnamese company and now HM has
a fleet of tugs and barges with owners
from Singapore and some container and
breakbulk trucks. With a staff of 25
people, HM has been involved in logistics
work throughout Southeast Asia, the
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“

HM Logistics, established in 2006, is a company with cash and
hardware. A Singaporean outfit, Value A Shipping, has pumped capital
into the northern Vietnamese company and now HM has a fleet of tugs
and barges and some container and breakbulk trucks.

”

Middle East, China and Bangladesh. HM’s
partner in the south of the country is TP
International, a two-year-old firm with
ten employees.
Apectrans, meanwhile, is a subsidiary
of large Vietnamese conglomerate Prime
Group. The logistics firm was established in
2007 and has invested in a large amount of
hardware, something director Kien Nguyen
believes is a big differentiator. “If you have
enough capital to invest,” he maintains,
“there are great opportunities. If you don’t,
as a straight freight forwarder, you’ll face
competition.”
Another subsidiary of a big local
conglomerate is Vietnam Logistics, part
of Mai Than Corp. Founded in 2000,
the firm has 60 employees. Customer
service manager, Nancy Nha, is not

convinced with the equipment ownership
argument espoused by Apectrans’ Kien.
She says trucks are very expensive to
buy, and though truck rentals can be
in short supply, the maths makes sense
to rent. On competition, which she
acknowledges is rampant, she notes,
“Rates are important.”

Gripes with customs
One of Ms Nha’s regular gripes has been
customs, which has been a highly complex,
contentious process for years. However,
she notes recent moves to bring much
of the customs procedure online a big
improvement.
Roads remain a huge issue for Vantage’s
Diep. There are weight limitations on the
roads on many bridges. And says TTP’s

Hao – her hand pointing out the window
at the furiously busy road opposite: “There
are so many electricity power lines draped
across the roads. We have always to raise
these cables.” The frayed infrastructure
leads Hao to observe: “It is vital that
factories locate themselves as near to
ports as possible as otherwise it becomes
very difficult.”
“It’s good that we have so many rivers
and the sea to move things from north to
south and vice versa because the roads are
simply not adequate,” Diep says.
Neither is rail much of an option for
freight forwarders. Comments Nguyen
Hien Vu, a director at TP International,
“There’s little rail cargo movement as the
railways are very old and aimed primarily
at passengers.”
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The site of the 9,038 teu Mathilde Maersk steaming into Cai Mep was a site some in the industry wondered if they would ever see

Mainline mania
Every major boxline is keen to make use of the nation’s
new deepwater terminals

P

“

There are seven weekly
transpacific direct calls
at Cai Mep, and defying
original draught limitations,
a 9,000 teu capacity
vessel has called. The
deepening of the channel
draught to 14m is making
the possibility of Asia
– Europe calls a serious
one that industry sources
expect to see before the
end of the year.
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orts, for so long the Achilles’ Heel
of Vietnam’s export credentials, have
had a number of landmark moments
so far this year, with the opening of a series
of deepwater container terminals in the far
south of the nation, the first deep terminals
in the state with 3,700 km of coastline.
The sight of the 9,038 teu Mathilde
Maersk steaming into the SP-PSA terminal
at Cai Mep in May was one that some in the
industry wondered if they would ever see.
Jesper Praestengaard, CEO, Maersk
Line, Asia Pacific, described the arrival of
the 9,000 teu ship into Vietnam as moving
the country up into the ‘premier league’ of
container shipping.
The first two terminals to be operational
in late May last year were the SP-PSA joint
venture between PSA International, Saigon
Port and Vietnam International Shipping
Lines, and a terminal operated by Saigon

Newport. Within days of opening, APL had
put a mainline US west coast service into
SP-PSA, while MOL added a similar call at
Saigon Newport’s terminal.
Less than a year later, there are seven
weekly transpacific direct calls at Cai Mep,
and defying original draught limitations, a
9,000 teu capacity vessel has called. The
deepening of the channel draught to 14m
is making the possibility of Asia – Europe
calls a serious one that industry sources
expect to see before the end of the year.
Originally the new terminals had only
been expected to be able to handle vessels
up to 6,000 teu in capacity.

Poor landside connections
One major problem still remains, however:
landside infrastructure. While the new
terminal facilities are world-class, the same
cannot be said of the roads. Highway 51

country focus - VIETNAM

“

Highway 51 that connects
the Cai Mep – Thi Vai area to
Ho Chi Minh City is heavily
congested and the 70km
journey can take several hours.
As a result, up to 90 percent
of containerised cargo
handled at SP-PSA is barged
down river from Cat Lai port
or further up river.
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that connects the Cai Mep – Thi Vai area
to Ho Chi Minh City is heavily congested
and the 70km journey can take several
hours. As a result, up to 90 percent of
containerised cargo handled at SP-PSA
is barged down river from Cat Lai port or
further up river.
Daryl Kan, General Manager, Top Ocean
Consolidation, says virtually all of its export
cargo is transhipped to SP-PSA from Cat
Lai, a voyage of seven to eight hours. Top
Ocean exports around 800 teu a week to
the US from Ho Chi Minh City. Kan expects
to have to wait another two to three years
for road infrastructure to be completed.
Direct calls, however, have been a boon
to the freight forwarder as it is now able
to guarantee shipment dates rather than
having to worry about cargo missing
connections at transhipment ports, which
sometimes resulted in a 20-day shipment
taking 27 days.
While there are now deepwater
terminals in southern Vietnam, similar

The human
resource problem

T

TP’s Ho Chi Minh City Branch
Director, Le Nguyen Thien Hao
bemoans the fact that, “In Vietnam,
no university teaches logistics.”
It is a sad fact that Vietnam has thus far
placed little emphasis on human resources
for logistics.
The Southeast Asian Federation of
Forwarders’ Associations met recently in Ho
Chi Minh City and it was revealed that along
with Laos and Myanmar, Vietnam had the
lowest logistics development ranking in the

facilities at Haiphong in the north of the
country are not expected for another five
years at least, despite a rapid growth of
industry in the area.
Narin Phol, Country Manager for
Damco in Vietnam and Cambodia, says
there has been significant development
of infrastructure, however this has not
been able to keep pace with economic
growth.
“From what we can see it is definitely
not as easy as China, or as developed as
China on the logistics front, but that is not
stopping people from sourcing here,” says
Tony Hotine, CEO, Asia-Pacific for Damco.
While Vietnam has issues with
infrastructure development, both MOL and
Maersk Line are targeting business from
Cambodia to be shipped out of Vietnam
onto the mainline trades. Cargo is barged
from Phnom Penh to the terminals at Cai
Mep, offering Cambodian shippers access
to mainline services without having to
tranship via Singapore or Malaysia.

regional grouping, according to federation
Chairman Masli Mulia.
“It is incredible that logistics, which
contributes greatly to the country’s
economic development, is suffering such
a serious shortage of personnel and [the
problem of] unprofessional skills,” said
Vietnam Freight Forwarders Association
Chairman Bui Ngoc Loan.
A report from the association said the
local labour market met only 40 percent
of the requirements of an industry that
was growing at 20 to 30 percent a year
and contributed 15 to 20 percent to the
nation’s GDP.
About 600 businesses involved in
logistics in Vietnam employ 35,000 to
40,000 people, the report said.
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Strategies for better collaboration
with your Asian suppliers
In this final installment of a
two-part feature on supplier
collaboration in Asian markets,
Jonathan Hughes and Jessica
Wadd look at specific practices
for maximising the performance
and value of supplier
relationships

Regular face-to-face meetings with suppliers are critical

W

e have conducted extensive
benchmarking and analysis
of best practices for supplier
relationship management, across hundreds
of companies around the world. The
practices noted below are important for
any important supplier relationships, but

are especially essential when working with
suppliers in developing markets, as with
much of Asia. Of course, understanding the
culture and specific marketplace dynamics
of any country where you have suppliers is
critical as well.

1) Implement formal governance
structures

“

A myopic focus on
quarterly or annual savings
(or for the supplier, revenue)
targets all but guarantees that
significant improvement and
innovation opportunities
will be missed, and tends to
reinforce a tactical, and often
adversarial dynamic between
customer and supplier.
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Exercising careful due diligence in selecting
suppliers, especially in developing countries
in Asia, is obviously critical. But successful
relationships require more than selecting
the right supplier. Effective governance
structures and mechanisms are necessary
to ensure clear communication, ongoing
alignment around goals and expectations,
and the ability to spot and resolve problems
early – before they metastasise into
major quality, delivery, or public relations
nightmares.
Effective governance should comprise
designation of senior executive sponsors
at both customer and supplier, dedicated

relationship managers; a face-off model
connecting personnel in engineering,
procurement, operations, quality and
logistics with their supplier counterparts;
a regular cadence of operational and
strategic planning and review meetings;
and well-defined escalation procedures to
ensure speedy resolution of problems or
conflicts at the appropriate organisational
level.

2) Create joint, multi-year business plans
Effective collaboration requires a
sound relationship foundation, which
in turn requires alignment and mutual
understanding of each party’s long-term
plans and strategic direction. A myopic
focus on quarterly or annual savings (or
for the supplier, revenue) targets all but
guarantees that significant improvement
and innovation opportunities will be
missed, and tends to reinforce a tactical,
and often adversarial dynamic between
customer and supplier.

Supply Chain Asia Magazine

September/October Issue, Updated Editorial Schedule
Accurate. Independent. Specialist.

Primary Features
India Domestic Market Focus
Project Forwarding and China
Awards 2010 Finalists
Green Supply Chains
Global Aerospace Industry Case Study

Regulars
Maritime
Air Cargo
Logistics
Shipper Dialogues
Book Reviews
Supply Chain Indicators
…and much more

Supply Chain Asia Magazine is widely regarded as the leading source of accurate,
independent and specialist coverage and analysis of the supply chain and logistics industry
and its application and development in Asia.
For further details, please contact Frank Paul at frank.paul@supplychainasia.org

The Vietnam Supply Chain Community is a leading independent and truly not-for-profit platform
for supply chain professionals in Vietnam to learn, share, and network effectively. The community
objectives are to develop supply chain management awareness and practice in Vietnam, offering
learning opportunities to supply chain professionals in Vietnam, and becoming the most dynamic
supply chain knowledge-sharing centre in Vietnam. Vietnam Supply Chain Community offers different
types of activities to different user groups from top management to staff levels.
For more information, contact us at:

E: info@vietnamsupplychain.com
M: +84 903 620 472
W: www.vietnamsupplychain.com
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Reported value achieved through SRM programmes

found that procurement and supply chain
leaders believe a joint scorecard is one of
the most effective tools for ensuring optimal
supplier performance – by monitoring both
supplier and customer contributions to
jointly agreed-upon goals and targets.1

Average value achieved in 2007 though SRM programmes was $101,450,000
Note : only 11 percent of buy-side respondents reported a figure
The value of jointly defining multiyear goals and plans is even more critical
in Asia’s dynamic developing markets.
Not only are most suppliers growing at a
significant rate, many are rapidly developing
new capabilities and expertise.
Developing joint business plans is
critical to maintaining supplier commitment
and focus, and optimally leveraging their
evolving capabilities. Moreover, as Asian
markets mature, and governments there
seem likely to evolve policies to encourage
increased consumption, many suppliers

will enjoy increased opportunities with
domestic customers. Foreign companies
will increasingly find themselves in
competition with local companies for
limited supplier capacity. Those that have
failed to build long-term partnerships with
their key regional suppliers are likely to
find themselves at a significant competitive
disadvantage.

3) Utilise balanced, two-way scorecards
In our 2009-2010 analysis of leading
supplier management programmes, we

Alignment among customer management, SRM and negotiation strategy is
correlated with more value from strategic sourcing
Supplier negotiation strategies
Supplier
negotiation strategies
determined through systematic
determined through systematic process
process informed by category
informed
by category
management
management
strategies,
type of
strategies,
type of with
relationship
with &
relationship
supplier,
supplier
& overall
relationship per
overall
goalsgoals
for for
relationship
perSRM
SRM programme.
program
negotiation
strategies
Supplier
Supplier
negotiation
strategies
primarily
primarilybased
determined
on
determined
on type ofbased
relationship
type of relationship with
with supplier, and overall goals for
supplier, and overall goals for
relationship
per SRM programme.
relationship per SRM program.
management
Category
Category
management
strategies are
are theof primary
thestrategies
primary determinant
supplier
determinant
of supplier
negotiation
strategies.
negotiation

strategies.

Category
management
strategies, SRM
Category
management
programme
& strategies
& supplier&
strategies,
SRM program
negotiation
strategies
are not at all
strategies,
& supplier
coordinated
or aligned.
negotiation
strategies are not at
all coordinated or aligned.

OurOur
company
generally
does not
follow a
company
generally
does
formally
articulated
strategy
not follow
a negotiation
formally articulated
when
negotiating
with
suppliers.
negotiation strategy when
0%
negotiating
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70%

60%

59%

The most successful joint scorecards:
• are the result of jointly defining goals
and performance targets
• aim to create a balanced, comprehensive
picture of supplier performance,
comprising not only traditional ‘hard’
quantitative metrics focused on quality
and delivery, but also metrics that,
while they may be more subjective,
are nonetheless critical – e.g., key
indicators focused on innovation,
environmental sustainability, and level
of commitment and collaboration
• provide an opportunity for the supplier
to share feedback to their customer on
where and how they are contributing to
problems or difficulties (e.g., by failing
to provide sufficient lead times)
• include metrics focused on assessment
of the value of the relationship to
the supplier (including, for example,
monitoring an appropriate and
sustainable profit margin)
• incorporate both lagging measures (such
as PPM defect rates and other quality
measures) and leading indicators (such
as the level of staff turnover at the
supplier, the level of investment in new
equipment, etc.)
• are used not to simply ‘rate’ the
supplier, but to inform regular joint
performance reviews, during which
customer and supplier sit side by side
to identify problems and diagnose
their root causes, and develop and
agree to remediation and continuous
improvement plans

54%

4) Develop joint risk management plans
44%

25%

50%

75%

Percentage of targeted
value actually
realised
Percentage
of targeted
value
actually

While more and more companies are
undertaking formal supply chain risk
assessments, their efforts are often
1 0 0 % inadequate to the heightened levels of risk
realized associated with sourcing from developing

strategy

5) Ensure regular, face-to-face
communication
Regular person-to-person interactions
are important in any critical supplier
relationship, and even more so when
the supplier is located in Asia. Despite
unanimously reporting that having staff
on site is the best approach to managing
supplier quality, only 17 percent of Western
companies regularly visit their Asian
suppliers.
While communications technology
continues to improve, it should be seen as
an augmentation to, not a replacement for,
in-person communication and interaction.
Companies that conduct regular site
visits with Asian suppliers find that
transparency and trust increase dramatically.

Degree of collaboration during negotiation and satisfaction with total value
delivered by supplier
=>tremely dissa:s<ed
;issa:s<ed
Sa:s<ed

Percentage of Respondents

markets in Asia. In a recent survey by The
Quality Executive Board, only 25 percent
of Western companies reported certified
traceability down all tiers of their supply
chain when sourcing from China.
Moreover, far too few companies
actively involve their suppliers in the
process of analysing risks and creating
risk avoidance and mitigation plans. In our
experience, this is often due to unexamined
assumptions that suppliers will inevitably
work to hide problems and potential
sources of risk.
Acting on the basis of such assumptions
typically creates a self-fulfilling prophecy.
Yet local suppliers are often best positioned
to assess risk levels, though many may lack
the ability to do so effectively without active
support and guidance from larger and more
sophisticated customers.
Furthermore, many risks – such as those
related to quality, production capacity, and
social and environmental responsibility
– are best managed by customers and
suppliers jointly developing avoidance and
mitigation plans. Failing such an approach,
too many companies try to assess risks
from a distance and through a fog of
uncertainty, and develop mitigation plans
for responding to problems only after they
occur, rather than avoiding many adverse
events in the first place.

=>tremely sa:s<ed

Highly
adversarial

Somewhat
colla9ora:ve

Somewhat
adversarial

Highly
colla9ora:ve

Characterisa:on of nego:a:on process
The customer has an opportunity to
observe operations first-hand and verify
the compliance with required procedures.
Regular visits also send a strong message
of commitment to suppliers, and foster
the development of stronger interpersonal
relationships. Not only are problems
much more likely to be identified sooner,
diagnosis and resolution of quality and
delivery problems are much easier to
accomplish in face-to-face interactions
rather than over email and teleconference
– especially in the face of language and
cultural differences.
The time and expense associated with
maintaining regular personal contact is not
insignificant, but the costs of failing to are
often astronomically higher.

Conclusion
The last ten years have shown both
the potential, and the many pitfalls of
sourcing from suppliers in Asia’s developing
markets. Companies that have taken a
strategic approach to building collaborative
relationships with suppliers in the region
have reaped significant benefits compared
to those that chased short-term cost savings
without systematic efforts to build and
manage effective supplier relations.
As Asia continues its rapid development,

and as suppliers here become increasingly
important sources of innovation, as well as
go-to-market partners, supplier relationship
management will become an increasingly
critical competency for companies seeking
to do business in the region.

1
Hughes, Jonathan et al. “Value Delivered by
Strategic Supplier Relationship Management in
Major Organisations.” Vantage Partners and Future
Purchasing: 2010.

Jonathan Hughes and Jessica Wadd work
with Vantage Partners, a Boston-based
international consultancy and spin-off of the
Harvard Negotiation Project

“

Foreign companies will
increasingly find themselves
in competition with local
companies for limited supplier
capacity. Those that have
failed to build long-term
partnerships with their key
regional suppliers are likely to
find themselves at a significant
competitive disadvantage.
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Supply Chain Asia Logistics

wards

2010

Balloting for the 2010 Awards is open. Please cast
your ballot at: www.supplychainasia.com/publications/
awards2010-nomination.html
November 25, Chancellor Room, Hong Kong Convention
and Exhibition Centre

Voting Criteria
Global 3PL of the Year
(The category is open to logistics service providers with a
global network)
• Size and scale of global network
• IT know-how and systems
• Level of customer service
• Client partnering/track record in understanding and
collaborating with customers
• Launch/upgrade of new products and services on an
ongoing basis to match market demand
• Reliability of service and value for money
• Level of knowledge of developing Asian markets
• Approach to sustainability and CSR issues
• Approach to security and risk management

•
•
•
•

Reliability of service and value for money
Level of local knowledge of developing Asian markets
Approach to sustainability and CSR issues
Approach to security and risk management

Airfreight Forwarder of the Year
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Size of service network
Level of customer service
Timeliness and reliability
Range of value-added services on offer
Cost of services
Partnering initiatives with air cargo carriers
Standard of warehouse facilities
Application of IT in service delivery
Knowledge of local markets in Asia
Approach to sustainability and CSR issues
Approach to security and risk management

Asian 3PL of the Year
(The category is open to logistics service providers that have
originated in Asia or The Middle East and have their global
headquarters in Asia or The Middle East)
• Size and scale of network
• IT know-how and systems
• Level of customer service
• Client partnering/track record in understanding and
collaborating with customers
• Launch/upgrade of new products and services on an
ongoing basis to match market demand
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Seafreight Forwarder of the Year
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Size of service network
Level of customer service
Timeliness and reliability
Range of value-added services on offer
Cost of services
Partnering initiatives with shipping lines
Standard of storage and distribution facilities
IT know-how and systems
Knowledge of local markets in Asia

up to

50% OFF

when you Signup before 24 August 2010
www.supplychainasia.com/member

Members Benefits
•

Complimentary copy of Supply Chain Asia Magazine, the leading supply chain publication in Asia

•

Up to 30% discount for Supply Chain Asia Academy training programmes

•

Complimentary passes to Supply Chain Asia Dialogues and Talks (limited seats available on ‘firstcome-first served’ basis)

•

Up to 30% discount to the Supply Chain Asia
Forum one of the largest conferences dedicated to
Supply Chain and Logistics professionals in Asia

•

Weekly e-newsletter sent to your designated e-mail
address

•

Access to the Careers Portal (for Corporate Members – free access to post job openings online)

•

Access to exclusive articles, research and survey
reports conducted by Supply Chain Asia

•

Issuance of Certificate of Membership (not applicable for Basic membership)

•

Access to Online Directories of members and industry information

•

Connect to the premier growing Asia-based community in Supply Chain and Logistics

•

Access to Online Portal at www.supplychainasia.
com for Chats, Forums, News & Information

events

Awards sponsor statement
• Approach to sustainability and CSR
• Approach to security and risk management

Container Terminal of the Year
(The category is open to container terminals located in Asia)
• Competitiveness of handling charges
• Level of customer service
• IT know-how and systems
• Size of liner network
• Capacity for electronic business procedures
• Quality of storage and distribution facilities
• Overall efficiency of facilities
• Ability to handle specialised shipments
• Security standards

Air Cargo Terminal of the Year
(The category is open to air cargo terminals located in Asia)
• Level of customer service
• IT know-how and systems
• Overall terminal efficiency
• Airline network coverage
• Quality of ground transportation links
• Handling charges
• Ability to handle specialised shipments
• Launch/upgrade of new products/services to match on an ongoing
basis to match market demand
• Approach to CSR and green service initiatives

Shipping Line of the Year
(The category is open to Asian and global container line
operators)
• Size and span of network
• Schedule reliability
• IT know-how and systems
• Level of customer service
• Client partnering/track record in understanding and collaborating
well with customers
• Launch/upgrade of new products and services on an ongoing
basis to match market demand
• Reliability of service and value for money
• Approach to sustainability and other CSR issues
• Approach to security and risk management

Air Cargo Carrier of the Year
(The category is open to Asian and global air cargo carriers)
• Size and span of network
• Reliability of service and value for money
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Arshiya International Ltd
Arshiya International Ltd is an Indian supply chain and logistics
infrastructure solutions company. Listed on the Bombay Stock
Exchange (BSE) and National Stock Exchange (NSE), the
company has multinational operations in the logistics and supply
chain management space and is currently involved in the phased
investment of approximately $1.5bn towards creating pioneering
logistics infrastructure across strategic locations in India.
Arshiya is a combination of several strategic integrated logistics
verticals (Free Trade Warehousing Zones [FTWZs], Rail, 3PL, 4PL,
Distripark [Domestic India rail-connected consolidation hubs],
& IT) enabling unparalleled operational expertise and solution
capability across the entire supply chain spectrum. Arshiya has a
ten-year lineage with a 140+ country freight forwarding network,
and a five-year lineage in supply and demand chain management,
servicing over 1,200 customers.
Arshiya’s first of the five FTWZs, in Mumbai – Panvel, will go
live by the end of July 2010; followed by Khurja , near Delhi (Dec
2010), Nagpur (Feb 2011), Chennai and Haldia. The company
is also one of the largest and most profitable Private Container
Rail Operators with a planned Phase 1 induction of 75 trains. It
presently operates ten trains for marquee customers. Arshiya is also
the pioneer in building and operating Distriparks, the first of which
will be operational by October 2010, in Khurja near Delhi.

•
•
•
•
•

Range of specialised products and services available
Reliability of guaranteed services
IT know-how and systems
Level of customer service
Launch/upgrade of new products/services on an ongoing basis
to match market demand
• Ability to handle specialised cargo
• Approach to sustainability and other CSR issues
• Approach to security and risk management

The Education & Training Award
The Award is intended to recognise an organisation that has proven
itself a leader in the field of education and training in the supply
chain and logistics industry in Asia.
• Nominees can be from the public or private sector.
• Nominees can be education institutes, training bodies, industry
associations or private supply chain service companies with top
rate education and training programmes for staff.
• Nominees should have a strong pedigree in education and
training in supply chain and logistics in Asia.

events

• Nominees should have demonstrated innovation and creativity
in the development of solutions to meet regional supply chain
and logistics human resource challenges.
• Nominees should have a track record of publishing thoughtleading opinion and research in the area of supply chain and
logistics human resources.

The Supply Chain Risk Management Award
(The category is open to shippers and supply chain service
providers)
• Nominated companies should have a deliberate and structured
approach to risk management.
• Nominees should conduct risk analysis on a systematic and
ongoing basis and include adequate follow-up and review
procedures.
• Detailed contingency plans to deal with risks should be in place
and subject to regular updates.
• Risk analysis and contingency plans should cover areas including
production risks, quality risks, environmental/natural disaster
risks, political risk and economic risk.
• Risk evaluation of key suppliers should be undertaken on a
regular basis.
• Risk mitigation should include education and training for staff
and risk contingency plan drills.

Best Supply Chain Consulting Partner
(The category is open to supply chain service providers only,
including logistics and transportation companies, management
consultants and supply chain software providers)
The Award is intended to recognise companies that have
demonstrated outstanding ability to partner and collaborate for
the deliverance of improved supply chain performance.
Finalists in the Best Supply Chain Consulting Partner category
will be requested to submit a case study detailing a successful
partnership and collaboration between two or more organisations
resulting in improved supply chain performance. The partnership
can be ongoing or for a specific project with a specific timescale.
Case studies should include details of the scope of the project
including objectives, timelines and technologies employed, as
well as details of how the two organisations involved succeeded in
creating a successful partnership to reach the desired outcome.
• Nominees should be supply chain service providers, including
logistics and transportation companies, management consultants
and supply chain software providers.
• Nominees should have a strong track record in collaboration and
partnering to deliver improved supply chain performance.

The Green Supply Chain Award
(The category is open to shippers and supply chain service
providers)
• Nominated organisations should outperform any generally
accepted official national and/or global environmental guidelines
covering the industries in which they operate.
• Nominees should have implemented substantial new measures
to improve and develop their environmental record over the
past year. Details of these measures should be publicly
available.
• Nominees should be generally recognised as making sincere and
deep efforts to fully integrate environmental awareness into all
areas of business strategy and operations.
• Nominees should have a clearly defined environmental policy
with objectives supported and implemented from the very top
of the organisation.
• Nominees should have a track record of directing suppliers and
business partners towards better environmental standards.

The Supply Chain Innovation Award
(The category is open to shippers and supply chain service
providers)
Nominees for The Supply Chain Innovation Award will be requested
to submit a white paper/case study detailing an innovation in
supply chain operations. White papers will be passed to the panel
of Awards judges who will choose the outright winners in each
category. Please note that Innovation is the focus of the Award,
which is open to companies of any size.
The Award is intended to recognise a lasting and high value
innovation in supply chain operations. Nominated companies
should be those that have over the past twelve months undertaken
one of the following:
• A significant restructure of supply chain processes and/or
operations leading to major value gain for the organisation in
terms of cost savings and efficiency gains and improved customer
service.
• Successful completion of a major supply chain/logistics project
with unique and specific challenges within the past twelve
months. Results of the project should be quantifiable and
should represent an innovation in the practice of supply chain
management.
• Application of a new or existing technology (or technologies) in an
innovative manner resulting in major value gain for the business
in terms of cost savings and efficiency gains and improved
customer service.
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Supply Chain Asia

Newsletter

Magazine

Supply Chain Asia
weekly e-newsletter
provides news summary on events and happenings in the
logistics and supply chain world in Asia
and globally.

Offerings

Supply Chain Asia Magazine is compiled by global and regional supply
chain and logistics specialist writers
and industry practitioners. As the hard
copy arm of the Supply Chain Asia
industry community, its advisory council, contributors and readership constitute some of the best
minds in supply chain and logistics in the Asia
Pacific region and globally.
Published in Chinese and English, Supply Chain
Asia Magazine is the only thought-leadership
supply chain title published in Asia Pacific. The
magazine informs a targeted global readership
of the world’s largest brand-owning companies,
supply chain service vendors and regulators about
industry trends and strategies, market conditions
and developments affecting the business of supply
chains, logistics and Asia-related trade.

Dialogues & Talks
Dialogues and Talks are
short half day and one
day events held at various
cities in Asia to provide a
platform to reach out to our community
members as well as a face-to-face opportunity for our members to network with each
other. At each Dialogue and Talk, a limited
number of FREE PASSES will be given to
members who register on a first-come-firstserved basis. For the Calendar of Activities,
please refer to our website.

Academy
Forum
The annual Supply Chain
Asia Forum is held in
Singapore every July or
August and has attracted
attendance above 400 every year. The Forum provides a neutral and open platform
for discussions and deliberations on issues,
challenges and developments affecting
Supply Chain and Logistics in Asia.

Careers
The Supply Chain Asia Careers
Portal is an online careers portal
dedicated to careers development
for supply chain and logistics professionals in Asia. Professionals can
use the portal to search for jobs openings and
companies can use it to post jobs openings
as well.

Supply Chain Asia Academy is
our effort in extending training and development support to our community. However, instead of
purely academic-based training, the Academy
focuses on providing facilitated-style training
that caters to the adult continuous training
and development needs.
The Academy engages its participants
through the use of professionals and practitioners with more than 8 years of working
experience. The programs that the Academy
runs seek to impart practical skills and knowledge that ensure immediate applications and
benefits to those trained by us. In addition,
all programs trained by the Academy are
assessed through projects and class assignments. This will ensure we validate learning
and enhance the merit of certification provided through the Academy.

lao tze on asia

“

New generations of Asian business leaders are
asserting their capabilities and determination around
the world. Taking advantage of leaps in technology and
the homogenisation of culture, they are borderless in
their outlook and actions.

”

Supply chain
revolutions –
Asia rising

T

he world’s largest and most populous continent, Asia
covers nearly 30 percent of the world’s land area and is
home to 60 percent of its population. Over the course of
the 20th century, Asia’s population has quadrupled to number
around four billion.
Asia’s enormous scale and diversity of geography, culture,
history and politics has resulted in an equally diverse economic
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make-up. In terms of nominal GDP, Japan is currently the
largest Asian economy but is eclipsed by China in purchasing
power parity (PPP) terms.
The economic weight of the different countries in the region
is changing. By 2020, India’s GDP is expected to be larger
than Japan’s; while South Korea is tipped to be the second
wealthiest country in Asia in terms of nominal and PPP-adjusted
GDP by 2025, overtaking the UK, France and Germany. China’s
economy, currently the world’s third largest, is widely predicted
to overtake that of the US at a point between 2030 and the
middle of the century.
Asia’s increasingly significant role in global consumption
and the flow of goods and materials will no doubt have a big
impact on the global supply chain and logistics industry.
Domestic Asian companies are expected to play a bigger role
in innovations in supply chain processes and technologies,
and the likelihood of emergence of a Chinese or Indian global
logistics player of the scale of DHL, UPS or TNT has been
widely touted.
With China’s economy growing at breathtaking pace and
set to continue on this path for some time, more Chinese
companies will climb into the global multinational category. It
is therefore very likely we will see the emergence of a Chinese
logistics player that will challenge current incumbents for a
dominant position in the region. While organic growth within
its own domestic economy may be the primary source of growth
for such a company, the availability of huge capital could easily
trigger a buyout of an international giant, similar to the LenovoIBM deal in the high-tech industry.
Asia today is not the same Asia as yesterday. Where once
we were renowned for embracing ideas rather than developing
them, today the likes of Toyota and Huawei are demonstrating
leadership in both product and process technologies. New
generations of Asian business leaders are asserting their
capabilities and determination around the world. Taking
advantage of leaps in technology and the homogenisation
of culture, they are borderless in their outlook and actions.
While many make their mark in high-tech, green energy and
other emerging sectors, others are blazing new trails in more
traditional industry staples, and thereby creating supply chain
revolutions in Asia.
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customs

Why so much
focus on customs
valuation?
By Catherine Truel

T

here is so much focus on customs valuation because the
value declared at import is the basis for calculation of duties
and taxes. It directly affects the cost of the goods sold. It
is also critical for customs as it influences revenue collection.
Valuation rules apply whether a product is subject to duty or not
because customs do not just collect duties at import but also
domestic taxes. Neglecting to comply with the strict valuation rules
will result in non-compliance and penalties. However, valuation is
also a source of saving opportunities.

Why is the value for customs not necessarily identical to the
invoice value?
One reason is that international trade needs predictability. As HS
codes are a universal codification of products, valuation methods
are global calculation tools for global trade. All members of the
WTO are implementing the WTO Customs Valuation Agreement,
so goods can be valued in the same way globally. The vast majority
of world trade is valued following the Transaction Value defined
as: ‘the price actually paid or payable for the goods’ plus or minus
some adjustments. These adjustments are costs, some are subject
to duty and taxes and some are not.

What is the impact on the business?
Some costs that are subject to duty and taxes might not be included
in the invoice value and therefore not declared. For instance, R&D
costs relating to the imported goods could be invoiced separately.
Tools, such as moulds, could be given free of charge to the foreign
supplier for the production of the goods. Selling commissions and
royalties might be invoiced before the shipment.
However, these costs, among others, must be included in the
calculation of the transaction value for the import declaration. The
business needs to identify all costs linked to the imported goods
to be able to determine which of these costs are taxable.
Some of these costs, royalties for instance, might cover a
whole production run imported in several shipments. Without a
cost accounting system, the finance department might struggle
to allocate a proportion of the cost to each product. However,
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declaring the total cost on the first shipment is likely to damage
cash flow.
The business will also need to keep reliable supporting
documentation and data to demonstrate accurate valuation
during a customs audit. If the buyer and the seller are related, the
transaction will have to be at arm’s length or it could be subject
to transfer pricing regulation.
There is also the risk of missing saving opportunities. If taxable
costs should be added, then non-taxable costs should be removed.
For instance, costs that are not normally subject to duty such as
the installation of the imported goods or buying commissions might
be included in the invoice value. Breaking down the invoice price
might uncover some costs that are not taxable; however, these costs
will have to be identifiable separately. In some countries, importers
can amend past declarations and apply for a refund of duty.
Countries implement the valuation agreement differently
and most customs authorities will have details of valuation
requirements and national legislation on their website. Some
customs authorities offer valuation advice as well as valuation
binding rulings giving predictability to the trader.
Audit firms are very well aware of opportunities and challenges
posed by valuation. Their expertise might be indispensable in some
complex structures or to help claim back past duties. Nevertheless,
it is the importer’s responsibility to determine the accurate value
for the goods on which they will be taxed and to keep all supporting
documentation.
Please send your customs queries to Catherine at
ctruel@intltradeinstrument.org

“

Valuation rules apply whether a product is
subject to duty or not because customs do not just
collect duties at import but also domestic taxes.
Neglecting to comply with the strict valuation rules
will result in non-compliance and penalties. However,
valuation is also a source of saving opportunities.
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"Companies throughout the supply chain need a comprehensive methodology, and a toolkit, to guide them on
implementation...We are convinced that the winners will be these companies
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-- From the foreword by Duncan Pollard, Director of WWF International
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singing the praises of your CSR results?
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What green supply chain projects are your competitors considering at the moment? When will
they disclose these to the industry and media?
How will these projects affect the industry
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extra?
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